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Can the subaltern really speak? Invoking Gayatri Spivak’s post-colonial theory 

on the subaltern, this study aims to highlight the necessary, yet problematic relationship 

between intellectuals and the marginalized groups they seek to represent. This study 

argues that in the last chapter of Julia Alvarez’s How the García Girls Lost Their 

Accents, the image of the wailing cat becomes a haunting image regarding Alvarez’s 

own subject-position as a writer, a role that often places her in the center of harsh 

criticism. Consequently, this project traces the subaltern figures through three of 

Alvarez’s texts—¡YO!, In the Time of the Butterflies, and Saving the World—in order to 

reveal the paradox that defines their relationship with the privileged body that seeks to 

be their representative. The subaltern cannot speak beyond the margins without the help 

of the elite; however, the same position of privilege and power that enables the 

intellectual to write can quickly become the factor that discredits their right to speak. 

Consequently, this study also attempts to reclaim the voice of Julia Alvarez, who is
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herself silenced and thus, rendered subaltern in the literary market by critics who feel 

that her privileged position complicates her ability to represent the collective.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Giving a voice to those that are rendered voiceless is not an innocent action, for 

inherent within the process itself are several oppressive forces that hinder the exchange; 

however, for Alvarez and countless other Latino writers who have experienced the 

effects of migration and separation, storytelling becomes a necessary medium for 

remembering, healing, and in many instances, for reaching out to those that are silenced 

in the margins. In this thesis, I will closely examine three of Julia Alvarez’s novels that 

address this underlying violation that is at the center of writing and storytelling. I will 

argue that in the last chapter of Alvarez’s first novel, How the García Girls Lost Their 

Accents (1991), Yolanda’s final statements leave the reader with a disturbing realization 

regarding the act of writing. For Alvarez, inherent within the art of writing, re-writing, 

re-voicing, and/or re-telling of anyone’s story is a dichotomous victim-oppressor 

relationship. I argue that the image of the subaltern, symbolized by the wailing mother 

cat in the last chapter of the García Girls continues to haunt Alvarez’s other three 

novels: ¡Yo! (1997), In the Time of the Butterflies (1994), and Saving the World (2006). 

Writing and storytelling are by no means pure; they are not untainted mediums through 

which subalterns can achieve a voice, rather, these mediums are complicit with 

oppressive actions. Thus, Alvarez represents complicity as an unfortunate, but 

necessary byproduct of writing: unfortunate because inherent in the process of writing is 

another, albeit different, cycle of subalternity, but necessary because this same process 

allows those voices that would otherwise remain silent to be heard beyond the margins.
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The themes of writing and voice in these novels pose many integral questions 

that I would like to explore: Who is speaking and who is being spoken for? What voices 

are given importance, which are discarded? Who has the right to speak and where? Are 

voices that speak from the margin authentic or are they simply engaging in mimicry? 

Can those belonging to a higher socioeconomic stratum speak for those on the bottom? 

How does gender, class, race influence the question of voice? Who has the power to 

write and thus, access to the privilege that writing provides? Thus, to help answer these 

questions, I draw from the work of postcolonial theorist Gayatri Spivak and her theory 

of the subaltern. I would like to invoke the title of one of her most famous pieces and 

utilize it as the central framework for this project, which can be defined by the 

following question: Can the subaltern really speak? I would argue that Alvarez’s answer 

to this question is yes, that the subaltern can speak; however, one must be wary of the 

process involved when giving a voice to the voiceless. For the Latino community, as 

Alvarez would argue, writing and storytelling are integral mediums through which 

memory can be recovered. Although necessary for remembering, the process itself is 

rendered problematic because it entails violation. This type of violation however is not 

overt, nor is it necessarily marked by physical violence. Rather, this violation is marked 

for the subalterns by a paradox. The subaltern classes must elicit the aid of the elite 

classes, also referred to as the intellectuals, in order to gain representation in the center. 

Consequently, on their journey towards achieving a voice, the chance to achieve true 

autonomy is lost in the exchange with the intellectual figures that seek to represent 

them. The paradox however, is that without these intellectual figures to represent them, 

their voices would not even be heard. 
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The Subaltern and The Intellectual 

According to postcolonial theorist Gayatri Spivak, the subaltern “is itself 

defined as a difference from the elite” (272); someone who speaks but is not heard. In 

her book, A Critique of Postcolonial Reason: Toward a History of the Vanishing 

Present (1999), Spivak asserts those groups of people on the margins “marked out by 

this epistemic violence, [are] men and women among the illiterate peasantry, 

Aboriginals, and the lowest strata of the urban subproletariat” (Spivak 269). The term 

“epistemic” is central to defining this violation, for it is a violation marked more so by 

its mental violence than anything else. It is a violence that relegates the power of voice 

and expression to those that are knowledgeable and privileged, complicating the 

subaltern’s ability to achieve a truly “authentic” voice. Spivak argues that both Marxism 

and Feminism are premised on the belief that this “oppressed” group, “if given the 

chance…can speak and know their conditions” (Spivak 269). However, Spivak 

contends that the issue of representation cannot be ignored here. She references Antonio 

Gramsci’s1 work on the subaltern classes, whose primary concern is “with the 

intellectual’s role in the subaltern’s cultural and political movement into the hegemony. 

This movement must be made to determine the production of history as narrative (of 

truth)” (Spivak 269). In other words, as Spivak affirms, “the intellectual’s solution is 

not to abstain from representation, [but rather] the question becomes, How can we touch 

                                                
1 In selections from The Prison Notebooks of Antonio Gramsci, the central distinctions between 

what Gramsci terms the traditional intellectual and the organic intellectual are made explicit: 
“Intellectuals in the functional sense fall into two groups. In the first place there are the ‘traditional’ 
professional intellectuals, literary, scientific and so on, whose position in the interstices of society has a 
certain inter-class aura about it but derives ultimately from past and present class relations and conceals 
an attachment to various historical class formations. Secondly, there are the ‘organic’ intellectuals, the 
thinking and organising element of a particular fundamental social class. These organic intellectuals are 
distinguished less by their profession, which may be any job characteristic of their class, than by their 
function in directing the ideas and aspirations of the class to which they organically belong” (3).  
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the consciousness of the people, even as we investigate their politics? With what voice-

consciousness can the subaltern speak?” (Spivak 273). The role of the intellectual when 

dealing with the subaltern then must be one of caution. Representation becomes a 

crucial and complex means of giving a voice to the subaltern subject—the term subject 

is italicized because their subjectivity is seemingly only engendered through the 

intellectual—that is oppressed either by class, race, sexuality, and/or by gender. 

However, in expanding on this theory of the subaltern, I also argue that the subaltern 

subject is not simply one that is physically and literally oppressed by one of the above-

mentioned institutions, but can also become subalterns in the face of historical retellings 

and authorial power.  

In John Beverley’s essay “The Real Thing,” he interrogates the role of the 

intellectual and the role of the testimonio narratives by posing an interesting question: 

“Is testimonio […] simply another chapter in the history of what Angel Rama (1984) 

called the ‘lettered city’ (ciudad letrada) in Latin-America: the assumption, tied directly 

to the class interests of the Creole elites and their own forms of self-authorization, that 

literature and the literary intellectual are or could be adequate signifiers of the 

national?” (271). In other words, can those elite members that have the access to 

mediums, such as writing, “authentically” be the voice of the subaltern? While the 

answer is not clear, what must be examined is the complex relationship that arises 

between the intellectual and the subaltern. Is it better to have the subaltern represented, 

despite the risk of mis-representation?  

 In The Latin-American Subaltern Studies Reader, the Latin-American Subaltern 

Studies group expands the original concept of the subaltern and its roots in India and its 
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colonial history to include Latin America, which they consider “is still…postcolonial” 

(Rodriguez 6). The subalterns are described as “alien, different, and preexistent to the 

Western world, forming a heterogeneous and elusive ‘civil society’” (Rodriguez 6). 

They also give credit to the South Asian group, which reinforced “the possibility of a 

‘history from below’ that hears the voices of the oppressed and sees its central task as 

listening to their concerns” (Rodriguez 6). In other words, an oppressed history now has 

the chance to be excavated, revealed and exposed by this group whose mission it is to 

listen to those cries of injustice in an attempt to relocate these marginal voices and their 

concerns to the center, also one of the goals of subaltern studies. However, “subaltern 

studies is not, as it has been wrongly presumed, a study of subalterns. […] Latin 

American subaltern studies aims to be a radical critique of elite cultures, of liberal, 

bourgeois, and modern epistemologies and projects, and of their different propositions 

regarding representation of the subaltern” (Rodriguez 9). Even subaltern studies then 

seeks to shed light on the issue of representation when it comes to the oppressed. While 

they may be concerned with listening to the problems of the oppressed in order to 

acknowledge their presence and their strife, they are very conscientious of their own 

role, and possible complicity, with the elite and bourgeois classes and their failed or 

rather, thwarted attempts to represent these concerns. Thus, “the condition […] for a 

radical critique from the point of view of the subaltern is not only to speak from a 

variety of subject positions, but also to speak in reverse or against the grain. […] Thus, 

the paradox of knowledge is that one has to learn how to think from its own negation” 

(Rodriguez 10). This “paradox” is that in order to successfully enter the center from the 

margins, the subaltern must learn to think and speak from a reference point and a 
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language that does not define their own condition, for as the Latin-American subalterns 

exemplify, representation is not necessarily defined by full entry into the center.  

One wonders then whether a voice speaking or attempting to speak from the 

margins and into the center is even an achievable feat? Or, whether that voice is being 

tainted in some way by another dominant force. Thus, for the subaltern to be heard and 

to have agency that is not negated by the hegemony, the subaltern subject must find a 

language outside of the dominant discourse. However, this is not easily attained, for in 

most, if not in all cases, the subaltern does not have the means, or the access to 

participate in this dominant discursive context. Enter the role of the intellectual and of 

writing, both of which are seemingly the necessary evils that grant access, albeit 

limited, to the subaltern groups. As Beverley declares, “the subaltern […] is not, and 

cannot be, adequately represented in literature or in the university [because] the 

literature and the university are among the institutional practices that create and sustain 

subalternity” (271). What is one left with then? The only solution is to become aware of 

the problematic relationship between the subalterns and the intellectuals, or more 

specifically, that the intellectuals and their writing practices, as mentioned by Ranajit 

Guha, “are themselves complicit in maintaining relations of domination and 

subalternity” (272). Although this complicity is not always intentional, I argue that this 

complicity, this perpetuation of subalternity or domination, is an inherent part of the act 

of writing, and one that is inescapable. Thus, by becoming aware of this inherent 

violation that is the byproduct of writing and by acknowledging the ways in which this 

medium is complicit with other forms of domination, one can see the subalterns in a 

new light, not completely out of the shadows of oppression, but at the very least, close 
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enough to hear the traces of a voice that was previously rendered silent. This awareness 

is vital from the perspective of the intellectuals seeking to be the representative. For 

Alvarez, this self-awareness is crucial to the salvaging of her own voice as a writer, for 

she too has been, in some sense of the word, disempowered when it comes to her 

writing. She is struggling to “re-authenticate” her literary voice in a field that has 

continuously discredited her for her inability to be the representative of the collective. 

Critics have negated her right to authorship, yet it is her self-awareness that will 

relocate her back into the literary center.  

Review of Critical Conversation 

Alvarez’s first novel, How the García Girls Lost Their Accents (1991), and her 

second novel, which is arguably her most famous work, In the Time of the Butterflies 

(1994), comprise two of her most critically reviewed novels. Although ¡Yo! (1997), the 

sequel to Alvarez’s García Girls and her most recent novel Saving the World (2006) are 

not as widely reviewed as the first two, they play important roles within the critical 

conversation as well. These novels become foundational texts for a variety of 

discussions. Critics such as Judy Rivera-Van Schagen and Trenton Hickman for 

example, both speak of the importance of Alvarez’s narrative techniques and structure 

in reclaiming a voice left silent by colonialism, while others such as Eda Henao and 

Shara McCallum focus on the role of privilege and authorial intent that underlies 

Alvarez’s writing. Critics such as Steve Criniti, Isabel Brown, Lisa Ortiz, Lucia Suarez, 

Maria Cristina Hamill and Alicia Andreu also discuss these central themes in their 

writing in order to expose the many layers that form part of Alvarez’s rich and complex 

texts. Thus, there are two major trends that predominate the body of criticism about 
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Julia Alvarez’s texts. The first trend involves the historical context of colonialism, 

which is intimately connected to language and the interchangeable relationship between 

victim and oppressor that many of the characters inhabit in the García Girls. While I 

will not discuss this novel in detail, it is important to touch upon the trend that begins 

with this novel and continues throughout Alvarez’s other three novels. Emphasis on the 

historical context of colonialism as a trend in the criticism may seem obvious at first 

glance, especially since the historical past of the Dominican Republic has been defined 

by colonial rule. However, it is this underlying theme of reparation that seems to 

emanate from the criticism on colonialism in Alvarez’s works. Furthermore, intimately 

connected to this first trend of colonialism is the second trend, regarding the role of the 

Author2. Author, as the looming sole, authority in the text is connected to two sub-

trends: one, the construction of and recuperation of Authorial self and representation of 

those silenced by certain historical, political, and/or cultural spheres.  

Within the body of criticism surrounding the novel, How the García Girls Lost 

Their Accents, one can find a recurring emphasis on the context of colonialism, more 

specifically, the cyclical and often detrimental relationship between victim and 

oppressor. This trend within the critical conversation is vital to a more comprehensive 

understanding of the subaltern, which is a concept that originally stems from colonialist 

texts. In Jennifer Bess’s essay, “Imploding the Miranda Complex in Julia Alvarez's How 

the García Girls Lost Their Accents,” this relationship is reexamined through the 

                                                
2 The term Author in this work is often capitalized in order to emphasize that the term means an 

absolute, omnipotent, omniscient presence in constant authorial control over any given texts or 
characters. 
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Miranda Complex3, a concept first introduced to analyze Miranda from Shakespeare’s 

The Tempest. According to Bess’ piece, language is intimately connected to the victim-

oppressor relationship. Furthermore, underlying this relationship is some sort of gap or 

omission. This unknown loss occurs within language; more specifically, “the language 

gap, the economic gap and the historical gap imposed by the legacies of colonial rule, 

genocide and despotism” are gaps that are inextricably tied to the issues of colonialism 

(Bess 5). The cyclical nature of colonialism is revealed when Bess observes that “all 

three losses…are also linked to the [García] family’s privilege as they are to its pain, the 

omissions suggest the intricacies of a history in which the perpetrators of 

violation…share a sense of violation with those to whom their ancestors have made to 

suffer” (Bess 6). Bess argues that in Alvarez’s text this relationship is repetitive 

throughout the family’s history and also a direct cause of loss. I contend that although 

this underlying violation is seemingly continued in the other three novels as well, it is in 

the García Girls that this loss is marked throughout by the need for a “historical 

excavation” wherein one must “dig deeply into memory” in order to uncover the 

“subterranean convergence of [the García’s] history (1989, 66)” (Bess 13). Similarly, 

the issues of colonialism and its cyclical nature appear in Ibis Gomez-Vega’s “Hating 

the Self in the 'Other'; or, How Yolanda Learns to See Her Own Kind in Julia Alvarez's 

                                                
3 The Miranda Complex is a concept developed by Laura Donaldson in her book Decolonizing 

Feminisms: Race, Gender, and Empire-building. In the chapter, “The Miranda Complex: Colonialism and 
the Question,” Donaldson defines the Miranda Complex as a concept that does not “allow us to create the 
easy identification of Miranda with white feminist literary criticism or of Caliban with the woman of 
colonies. Both positions are too traversed by contradiction to sustain any such univocal homologies. 
Rather, the Prospero and Miranda Complexes should become parables about the dangers of monotheistic 
reading, that is, reading structured so tightly by a single principle […] that it excludes all other 
interpretive categories” (17). The Miranda Complex in Alvarez’s text is meant to be applied to the many 
characters in the text that simultaneously embody both the role of victim and that of the oppressor.  
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How the García Girls Lost Their Accents.” In this piece, she analyzes the relationship of 

the “other” in Alvarez’s text and the cyclical nature in which it manifests within 

Yolanda herself, ultimately culminating in self-hatred according to Gomez-Vega. The 

relationship between victim and oppressor is clearly rooted in language because it 

“becomes a way for Yolanda to remind herself of her difference among the ‘natives’” 

(Gomez-Vega 7). She feels othered by the people in the United States and the dominant 

discourse (English), yet when faced with the two Dominican working class men in the 

countryside, Yolanda “becomes an ‘other’ for the working men who recognize the 

American part of her, and Yolanda plays the part of the foreigner by not addressing the 

men in Spanish, her own native language” (Gomez-Vega 9). The cyclical nature of 

colonialism renders Yolanda, as well as the other characters, inescapably connected to 

the issues of language, issues they may not encounter were it not for the fragmented 

nature of their bicultured language. In Charlotte Rich’s “Talking Back to El Jefe: Genre, 

Polyphony, and Dialogic Resistance in Julia Alvarez's In the Time of the Butterflies” 

this relationship between victim and oppressor is again invoked as being rooted in 

language. More specifically, the language of the characters in the text is multi-

dimensional; the victim is able to adopt the dominant discourse in order to subvert the 

power of the oppressor. Minerva, one of the Mirabal sisters, “renders sarcastically the 

public discourses of Trujillo’s regime, double-voicing them in order to expose their 

inadequacies” (Rich 10). Double-voicing is a strategy Minerva utilizes in order to de-

stabilize the dominant power. She does this by adopting the language of the oppressor 

thereby relegating him to the powerless position of the victim. Thus, language becomes 

the tool or medium rather, that enables these roles to be inverted, which again is 
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evidence of the cyclical nature of victim and oppressor that occurs inside and outside of 

language. 

This double-voicing, or mimicry, of the Master’s discourse however can become 

problematic, especially since it is still utilizing the language of the hegemony in order to 

dismantle its power. Thus, recovering a voice that is not tainted or influenced by the 

colonizer becomes a central point of contention when attempting to give a voice to the 

oppressed. In a chapter titled “Somatic Dialogics and Mininarratives: Subversive 

Discourse in Julia Alvarez’s Works” Judy Rivera-Van Schagen invokes postcolonial 

theorists Gayatri Spivak and Edward Said, among others, to establish the position 

between theory and practice when it comes to resistance of the master discourse. 

According to Schagen, “while the margin is a site of oppression it also can and 

necessarily must become a site of resistance to the hegemonic colonizing discourse of 

the dominant culture, the center” (159). Furthermore, refuting Spivak’s assertion that 

“the only way to achieve a voice is through the construction of a clear new ideological 

discourse” (165), Schagen contends that the voice of the colonized can be heard outside 

of an “openly counterhegemonic discourse” (167). Thus, “what must emerge out of the 

Caribbean experience and its literature, are mininarratives that form new emancipatory 

ways of knowing and critiquing the colonizer’s discourse” (239). Consequently, 

Schagen argues that the voice of many of the female characters in Alvarez’s novels are 

given importance and validated as counterhegemonic because of the way that Alvarez 

structures her novels. According to Schagen, even the working classes in Alvarez’s 

novels are given a chance to speak because of this structure: “Although their position of 

complete disempowerment seems to render them socially and politically impotent, the 
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voices of those of the working class in the novels ring through from the crevices of the 

culture as strongly as those more powerful though still subjugated” (244).  

I argue however, that their position is undeniably still one of disempowerment, 

which ultimately maintains their voices in the margins and overshadows them by those 

other characters in the center. Thus, although Schagen argues that “Alvarez gives these 

characters voice by structuring her novels so as to present them in such a way that their 

voices acquire a semblance of power” (244), it is a mere illusion created by an even 

higher power in the novel, the intellectual/Author. Furthermore, Schagen contends that 

although “members of the working class are never seen in roles of substance […] in an 

indirect way they participate in the creation of meaning by providing, or rather, by 

forcing the recognition of their importance as essential parts of the community. […] In 

Alvarez’s hands, however, their unequal and unjust treatment becomes a glaring 

critique of the upper class” (245).  

While Schagen views Alvarez’s representation of the working class as a critique 

of the hegemony, Trenton Hickman, author of Border Literature in Twentieth Century 

American Literature, alludes to the dangers this kind of representation can entail. 

According to Hickman, the danger lies with the imperialist representation of foreign 

affairs, wherein real events and real people are once again rendered voiceless and mis-

represented by the dominant, hegemonic power. In other words, Hickman reads this 

representation as problematic precisely because Alvarez herself is aligned with the 

imperialist power; however, as he later notes, it is her connection to this power that 

makes her able to speak on such matters. Thus, it is out of this turmoil that Hickman 
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argues that Alvarez writes In the Time of the Butterflies and becomes, as Time4 

designates, “an authority on the martyred sisters” (88). The problematic nature of 

representation lies in the idea that one can become an author-ity over a story, over a 

people subsumed by history.  

Furthermore, what becomes central to Hickman’s critique is Alvarez’s own 

complicity in establishing a voice in what he terms “border matters.” Hickman 

references David Mitchell, one among countless others, who has criticized Alvarez for 

her wealthy, privileged background and disqualify her as an “authentic” voice for the 

Dominican-American community; many critics feel she has neglected or misrepresented 

the working classes in her novels, especially in the García Girls (122). Thus, the critic 

poses the following question: “But does this wealth disqualify Alvarez’s voice in border 

matters?” (123). While I would argue that it most certainly does not disqualify her, it 

does perhaps complicate matters. In terms of border literature and authenticity, 

Alvarez’s position as representative of the subalterns through her fiction is inextricably 

linked to her association with the hegemonic power (the United States). As Hickman 

states, “Simply put, the value of Alvarez’s voice regarding the border existence of 

Dominican-Americans may actually depend on her connections to wealth and power” 

(129), without which she would not have the means to dismantle, or even an attempt to 

destabilize the oppressive forces left behind by the ravages of colonialism or the 

Trujillo regime. However, this dependence, albeit necessary in some sense, is 

problematic, for Alvarez herself becomes, in Spivak’s sense, the intellectual or 

representative of the subaltern working class. 

                                                
4 Original article published Monday December 12, 1960: “DOMINICAN REPUBLIC: Warning 

Beneath the Cliff”  
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In the same way that the working class is “seemingly” given a voice, so too are 

the women in In the Time of the Butterflies. Schagen also notes that based on historical 

context these women are considered doubly oppressed, stifled not only by their 

economic or social status, but also by their gender. According to the critic, “the Mirabal 

sisters become strong subversive voices who are very instrumental in the developing of 

the stronger, more communal voice needed to dethrone the dictator” (246). In other 

words, their refusal to remain silent and thus complicit with the hegemonic power, is 

ultimately what the critic views as subversive; by voicing themselves in face of this 

grand political power, they also contribute to the communal voice that has for so long 

been oppressed. Thus, “their voices […] become mininarratives powerful enough to 

effect lasting changes” despite their deaths at the end of the novel, which Schagen 

argues becomes the “call for freedom” (247). In sum, the voice that this narrative 

structure lends itself to is one of both conformity and resistance. Although not a purely 

counterhegemonic voice, Schagen contends that  

it is through this open-endedness that the writer is able to portray the 

characters…as individuals who construct their identity within a context 

of conformity and resistance, [which] in Alvarez’s case, [is] the 

hegemonic ideology of both the European-based Dominican culture and 

the Anglo-American culture. (247) 

The critic perceives Alvarez’s use of narrative as a means of simultaneously conforming 

and resisting hegemony, which consequently allows for a voice to emerge from the 

ravages of colonial history. Similarly, Hickman argues that in ¡Yo!, the narrative itself, 

also comprised of a variety of literary structures, “allows Alvarez to incorporate more 
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comfortably the voices of poor men and women into her text alongside voices of rich 

cousins and well-off sisters and parents” (124). Thus, the narrative structure itself not 

only acts as a means of resistance to the hegemony, but also acts as a medium bridging 

the social and economic gaps among the different groups, thereby allowing a space 

where a variety of voices may be heard. 

 In Nation, Culture, and Identity: The Colonial Subject's Search for Identity in 

the Works of Julia Alvarez, Rosario Ferre, and Ana Lydia Vega, one of Eda Henao’s 

arguments involves the interchangeable roles of victim and oppressor, specifically in 

regards to women. Consequently, underlying this theme of colonialism is not only the 

issue of voice, but also the issues of privilege and representation as well. In In the Time 

of the Butterflies for example, Minerva can be seen as embodying both roles, for “her 

struggle [against the oppressive Trujillo regime] rests on privilege: the privilege that 

allowed her to attend law school and to socialize with Trujillo and the Dominican elite” 

(36). Thus, although she “tries to enable [her sisters] to acquire voices of their own, 

rather than claiming for herself the right to speak and act for the subaltern” Minerva 

also attempts to be the voice for “the poor and oppressed in her society,” which can be a 

bit problematic when one considers the disparity between the class that Minerva 

belongs to and that of the campesinos (36). Shara McCallum’s “Reclaiming Julia 

Alvarez: In the Time of the Butterflies” also centers her critique on this issue. While still 

establishing In the Time of the Butterflies as a Caribbean text, she also posits that the 

ways in which Alvarez attempts to accomplish this results in the need to interrogate 

certain aspects of her authority over this text. For example, one of the primary points of 

contention is with the restrictiveness of the narrators’ perspectives.  
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While Eda Henao perceives the use of first person as a positive attribute of the 

narrative that denies an omnipotent “outsider” to infiltrate the personal sphere of the 

Mirabals’ stories, McCallum views the use of first person as restricting, stating that 

“this view is confined to the first-person perspective of these four women, who are from 

a white, upper-class Dominican home” (97). Furthermore, this limited perspective helps 

to further exclude those subaltern groups below the class rank of the Mirabals. 

McCallum continues, “their [the Mirabal sisters] relationship, or lack of relationship, to 

the campesinos and the Afro-Dominicans present in the text reveals a great deal about 

the class and racial divides extant in Dominican society” (97). This revelation alone 

refers to various subaltern groups: not only can it be argued that all those under the 

oppressive regime of Trujillo are subaltern, but within this restrictive political paradigm 

there is a “smaller,” using that term loosely, paradigm of oppression wherein the 

campesinos become subaltern to the white, elite Dominican classes, which the Mirabals 

form part of. Arguably, even all of the characters within this paradigm become 

subalterns to Alvarez’s Authorial voice. It is Alvarez’s role as the “intellectual,” the one 

who gives a voice to the voiceless, that relegates the sisters to this subaltern position, 

even despite the lack of intent on Alvarez’s part to place them there. This relationship 

however is necessary in order for their story to be heard; the negative side effects are 

simply an inescapable part of writing practices.   

 According to Henao, Alvarez is engaging in a re-writing of history that enables 

the female voice, often relegated to the margins and rendered silent by history, to 

“undermine the privilege of the colonizing culture of the male and to appropriate and 

turn official historical discourse on its head” (63). However, Henao also cautions 
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against what seems to be the “temptation and the need to fill in the blanks and to give 

voice to the silences left by official history” (63). Henao references Roberto González 

Echeverría, one of Alvarez’s critics, who criticizes the novel for not being a serious 

work that documents specific historical dates and times and fails to ground the 

Mirabals’ story in a larger Dominican or Latin American history. As Henao asserts, 

authors such as Alvarez “contend that fiction and lies are necessary at times in order to 

recreate what actually took place” (64). In all, Henao affirms, “one tactic available to 

the colonized who seek to undermine the colonizer’s privilege is to develop a voice that 

contests official versions of history, identity and stereotypes while regaining autonomy 

and the ability to speak for her/himself” (69). The way to achieve this autonomy? For 

Henao, the goal of many of Alvarez’s protagonists is to empower themselves through 

the act of writing. Henao also views the first person voice in In the Time of the 

Butterflies as an empowering literary strategy: “Instead of being spoken for in a third 

person narration, the characters in these narratives are given the power of the word, a 

word normally associated with patriarchy and oppression” (72). The author, however, 

gives the “power of the word” to them; therefore, while the “word” may no longer be 

bound by the restrictions of patriarchy and oppression, it is still intimately linked to the 

power of the intellectual and their ability to disseminate this power to those they feel 

need the empowerment of voice and expression. Henao believes that “Diaries or 

pseudo-diaries…allow the authors to accomplish more effective portrayals of their 

characters since they are perceived by the reader with more credibility” (72). Contrary 

to Henao’s assertion that, “within the fictional universe, what one is reading seems 

truthful because the character herself is writing it, [and] not a remote voice of 
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omnipotence and omnipresence” (73), one cannot ignore the function and role of the 

author. It is difficult to exclude the role of the author in a novel where she so directly 

resembles the character that is ultimately in charge of disseminating the stories that 

come from these diaries—the gringa Dominicana. Consequently, despite the fact that in 

this fictional universe these protagonists are enabled and empowered by their counter-

hegemonic discourse, the underlying issue of privilege and representation still seem 

inescapable, especially for Minerva. Henao declares: “[Minerva’s] attitude recreates the 

very pattern of subjugation and limitation that she is trying to subvert. […] The 

ambivalent, plural self-portrait of the sisters mirrors the ambivalent nature of their 

representation of their country” (83-85).  

 While still discussing the effects of colonialism within the criticism, Eda Henao 

extends the discussion to include the issues of voice and representation in order to 

connect these issues to the role of the author, who is also complicit to hegemony. As 

other critics have previously asserted, “there is no denying, still, that these authors are 

privileged. They are educated, they have been educated abroad, and at the very least on 

an intellectual level, they belong to the elite. Yet is literature not produced and 

consumed by the elite?” (94). According to McCallum, the United States and those 

“elite” figures stemming from this place are constantly referred to in In the Time of the 

Butterflies as those “yanquis,” “yanqui imperialists” or “gringos” (110). Accordingly, 

many critics have read the “gringa Dominicana” as Alvarez herself, which would render 

her a problematic spokesperson for the Dominican Republic, since it is ultimately 

through her, the “elite,” that Dedé’s story of her sisters can be disseminated. While 

Henao and Rivera-Van Schagen may argue that the narrative structure in the novel is 
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subversive, McCallum argues that the narrative limits the perspective and further serves 

to reveal the “imbalance of power” (111). She goes on to state “Alvarez’s novel 

recreates the hegemonic structures entrenched in the Dominican Republic and reveals 

how these structures are perpetuated. […] While we glimpse Afro-Dominican life, it is 

through the second hand perspectives of the Mirabal sisters, who are themselves steeped 

in the perspective of their own class and racial positions” (111). Thus, the silences must 

be read in this text and the role of the gringa Dominicana must also be interrogated. 

Consequently, McCallum leaves us with a few troubling, yet unanswered questions: 

“left with the ‘history weary Dedé,’ why does Alvarez, via the gringa dominicana, not 

take a more active role in reflecting on the sisters’—including Dedé’s—limitations?” 

(113). This is precisely one of the questions that I plan to address in chapter two of this 

thesis.  

The second trend in the critical conversation regarding Alvarez’s work is 

centered on the role of the Author. For example, one of the many points of contention 

that surrounds the criticism is in regards to Alvarez’s readership. For example, critics 

such as Steve Criniti, author of “Collecting Butterflies: Julia Alvarez’s Revision of 

North American Collective Memory” and Isabel Brown, author of “Historiographic 

Metafiction in In the Time of the Butterflies” both assert that Alvarez is inescapably 

mythologizing the Mirabal sisters through her re-writing of their stories. Criniti views 

Alvarez’s telling of the Mirabal sisters’ stories as a means of reinserting their stories 

back into the collective North American memory. However, in this retelling, he sees 

Alvarez as inescapably achieving a feat she wanted to avoid, which is the further 

deifying or mythologizing of the Mirabal sisters: “I do agree that Alvarez ultimately 
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crafts mythical, stereotypical characters and that her doing so is influenced by Western, 

and even North American, values and constructed identities. She does so in order to 

‘make the myth American’ so to speak” (54). This is a very problematic statement, for 

the claim is that she is intentionally writing for an American readership, not the 

Dominican readership, which she defines as her intended audience later on in the 

postscript. However, one can also argue that this deification, although not intentional, is 

a byproduct of the inherent violation that occurs when writing fiction, especially fiction 

based loosely on historical fact. Criniti perceives this mythologizing as a positive 

technique used to introduce the Mirabal sisters to North Americans, and Isabel Brown, 

similarly, sees this mythologizing as being an inescapable part of re-writing history. She 

declares: “Alvarez, informed by social constructs characteristic of conventional 

occidental perceptions of ideal women, fashions stereotypes, rather than real people” 

(110).  

While both critics perceive this mythologizing as a positive, or for that matter, a 

necessary byproduct of the process of re-telling history, Lisa Ortiz, author of 

“‘Becoming a Butterfly’: Julia Alvarez’s In the Time of the Butterflies as 

Autoethnography” posits Alvarez’s re-telling as a means of offering her own story. She 

contends that Alvarez’s subjectivity “is shaped in part by the effects of the Mirabals’ 

political resistance. By giving voice to the Mirabals, [her] own autobiographical voice 

resonates in the act of reinvention” through the character of the gringa dominicana 

(234). Ortiz, unlike Criniti and Brown, views Alvarez’s use of autoethnography as a 

medium that resists the mythologizing of the Mirabal sisters. While it may aid in 

resisting this deification, it does however engage in something even more problematic. 
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Autoethnography places Alvarez back in the center and in control of a story that is not 

hers. Ortiz states, “Alvarez’s authoethnographic move signifies the autobiographical 

resonance of her own experience as an imagined Butterfly. Although Alvarez never 

experiences Dedé’s terror and owns no memory of it, she becomes an agent in the 

transmission of that memory through her book” (237). Alvarez is the sole transmitter of 

memory. She gives a voice to the characters through the story in order to negotiate her 

and her family’s own exile from the Dominican Republic. While this mode of writing 

resists mythologizing, it also complicates the idea of representation.  

Echoing back to Rivera-Van Schagen and the idea that voices can be heard 

outside of a purely counterhegemonic discourse, it must be noted that despite Ortiz’s 

assertion that autoethnography is not “based entirely on the immediate experience of the 

author” (243), that the Author is unequivocally an intricate part of the narrative, being 

the driving force behind the characters, their stories, and their voices. Consequently, 

Alvarez’s “subjectivity is not dissolved in her characters but resolved in them. Her 

appearance as ‘the author’ are interwoven among the sisters’ chapters allowing her to 

reify her cultural past through actively ‘remembering’ herself among the stories” (238). 

Thus, while I agree that Alvarez is engaging in writing in this case in order to remember 

the plight of her family’s exile and existence in the diaspora, her writing and her access 

to this medium is inextricably connected to her privileged position, which ultimately 

serves to complicate the issue of voice in the novel. The characters in the novel 

consequently do not have a purely counterhegemonic voice; they have one that is most 

certainly dictated by a strong Authorial presence who is attempting to, through the 

creation of the characters and a manipulation of their stories, negotiate her own woes.  
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In regards to Alvarez’s character Yolanda from the sequel ¡Yo!, Lucia Suarez 

states:  

Through her writing, Yo makes important linkages between the two 

worlds that shape her. She also makes reference to the kinds of problems 

she has not had (illegal migration, illegal marriage, illiteracy). With this 

reference she is admitting that her two worlds are privileged and specific 

to her own set of experiences. (15) 

While Suarez does acknowledge Alvarez, or Yo, as simultaneously inhabiting two 

worlds that writing helps them to negotiate between, she does not touch upon just how 

problematic that position renders both character and Author. Suarez does view Alvarez 

as employing her writing privileges and techniques to recuperate her sense of, or rather, 

both senses of selves (Dominican and American), but does not go as far as positing just 

how much this subject position complicates the seemingly “authentic” voices the 

characters achieve in this sequel. This claim, although seemingly negative, is not meant 

to reject Alvarez, rather it is intended to exemplify how writing is a necessary medium 

through which remembering can occur; however, it is not an innocent act, in fact, it 

highlights the complex relationships between the intellectual writer and her “subjects.” 

Thus, Alvarez’s characters are heard, but not without some other force (Author) 

dictating the resonance and weight of their voices.  

As mentioned in “Julia Alvarez and the Re-construction of the Self” by Alicia 

Andreu, “Alvarez’s subjective self-representations fulfill a multiplicity of tangled 

functions as she tries to come to terms with the conflicts inherent in her bicultural 

experience” (53). These self-representations take on many forms throughout her novels, 
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which consequently complicate the “authentic” or “pure” voice of the characters in her 

novels. For as Andreu states: 

in her conversations with Dedé in In the Time of the Butterflies, the 

interviewer is introduced as ‘the woman’—a woman who remains 

nameless during the entire narration, while in ¡Yo!, Yolanda, the 

character around whom all the other characters are centered, does not 

speak. However, she is spoken about by others, becoming in this way, 

the center of the discourse. Her silent voice is authoritative: it controls 

and disposes of the utterances of others. (53) 

Yolanda being the “center” of the discourse is very problematic, especially in a novel 

whose purpose is to give a voice to those minor characters rendered voiceless, and thus 

subaltern, in the previous novel—the García Girls. Also, it is unclear in this passage 

whether the critic views Alvarez as a separate entity from the actual characters she 

describes, which serves as an interesting and important connection between the Author 

and her ability to represent the voice of the oppressed. A question that is thus 

inescapable is whether or not the characters in her novels ever achieve a voice? Are they 

ever able to speak beyond the margins? The answer to this question is yes, but not 

without her (Authorial) control. While this may seem like an obvious statement and 

thus, easily bypassed by critics, it is an important one in salvaging Alvarez’s voice as a 

writer of the Dominican experience, for her role as an intellectual, and consequently the 

very thing that provides her with the access to write, is the very thing that critics have 

unfairly discounted her for.  
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Rationale for Texts 

Although Julia Alvarez is a critically acclaimed novelist and her work is among 

the most popular within and without the US Latino Canon, she has been unable to 

escape criticism surrounding her authenticity and her right to speak for and about the 

Dominican experience. Her position of privilege, having been born and educated in the 

United States, is what calls her “authenticity” into question and consequently, renders 

her representation of Dominicans and the Dominican experience faulty and tainted, in 

some sense, by the dominant gaze. Thus, the reason why I have chosen to focus on Julia 

Alvarez is because I feel it is necessary to salvage her voice as a writer. Moreover, I 

contend that Alvarez herself is very much aware of the problematic nature of writing, 

even despite its necessity. In other words, through writing, Alvarez aims to give a voice 

to those that have been rendered voiceless and thus silenced. Although I argue that the 

act of writing and speaking for others actually complicates the “authenticity” of the 

subalterns’ newfound voice and position within the novels, one must realize that there 

may not be another means of helping those that are marginalized and silenced except 

through creating works, like Alvarez’s, that acknowledge the struggles they face 

towards achieving a voice that is solely theirs.  

 The three novels I will examine together are the following: ¡Yo!, In the Time of 

the Butterflies, and Saving the World. The reason why I chose to examine these 

particular texts is because all three have one underlying connection: all three novels 

implicitly render the art of writing and storytelling as problematic. Looking closely at 

the exchange between the subalterns and the intellectuals when issues of voice and 

representation are involved, is a concrete way of approaching the texts and revealing the 
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nature of this relationship: for one, many characters in these texts seem to fall victim to 

various institutions—race, class, and gender—within the text itself, which consequently 

renders them subaltern figures, despite their apparent achievement of agency and 

subjectivity via their respective representatives/intellectuals. I propose that the very last 

novel, Saving the World, globally expands the traditional definition of the subaltern and 

transcends the realm of fiction in order to make a larger critique about the human 

condition.  

Secondly, the function of the subaltern within these texts directly involves 

Alvarez herself as Author—writer, inventor, creator, intellectual—and the problematic 

role that label entails. Thus, the reason why it is important to study the concept of the 

subaltern and why the issues of voice and representation become so crucial to examine 

in the field of Latino studies is because of the ways in which writing and storytelling 

become the primary mediums through which memory and remembering can become 

actualized. This surely is not the only reason why it is necessary to write and tell stories, 

but it is indeed a major force that drives many of these Latino artists. However, stepping 

into the forefront and assuming this position of representative of the collective is not an 

easy feat by any means. The question then becomes: Is it better to represent the voices 

of the collective and allow them to be heard, or, is it better if they go unheard, un-

represented? The inherently problematic and contradictory position that Alvarez’s 

writer/storyteller characters grapple with in the texts, as does Alvarez herself, calls into 

question the roles of the privileged and their necessary, albeit problematic positioning 

as the representatives that allow the voices of the subalterns of Latino history to be 

heard.  
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Yolanda’s Nightmare: The Cat as Symbol of the Subaltern 

By performing a close reading of “The Drum” from How the García Girls Lost 

Their Accents (1991), I will demonstrate how the dynamics that define the relationship 

between the intellectuals and the subalterns actually begin in this last chapter and 

continue throughout Alvarez’s other three texts. This novel’s final statements not only 

warrant an interrogation of writing practices and an interrogation of the credibility, or 

rather, the intentionality of the intellectuals in this writing process, but also demand 

readers to acknowledge the difficulties the subalterns face in their quest to find a voice 

that is no longer marginalized. In one of Julia Alvarez’s most prominent novels, the 

curious third sister, Yolanda, recounts the story of her childhood experience in the 

Dominican Republic where as a young child she parades around joyously just having 

received a toy drum from her grandparents, who were visiting from New York City. 

Although the title of this last chapter is “The Drum,” this infamous toy is merely the 

object that is used to aid Yolanda in her treacherous decision to steal a small kitten 

away from its mother, an action which she is strongly advised against: “To take it away 

would be a violation of its natural right to live” (285). Despite the warning that a 

violation of the kitten’s rights would be committed, Yolanda does not heed the warning 

and marches over to the shed where the kittens are located and takes Schwartz—named 

after the famous FAO Schwartz—from the rest of his siblings. Yolanda does not escape 

with this precious cargo unnoticed, for she notices that the mother cat is keeping a 

watchful eye on her. Quickly entering into panic mode upon being discovered, Yolanda 

shoves the poor, helpless kitten into the drum to shield him from his mother’s view and 

“then as the mother cat jerked around and caught sight of [Yolanda] and then [her] 
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drum, which was meowing furiously, [Yolanda] brought down a loud, distracting drum-

roll: BARRA BARRA BARRA BOOM BOOM! (MEOW!) BARRA BOOM! (MEOW! 

MEOW!) BOOM BOOM BOOM (MEOW!)” (287). Yolanda furiously attempts to 

drown out the sounds of the violation she has just committed, however, the loud 

drumming only seems to create more wails from the frightened and displaced kitten, 

which becomes the cause of Yolanda’s torment:  

I picked the meowing kitten out of my drum. Its little human face winced 

with meows. I detested the accusing sound of meow. I wanted to dunk it 

into the sink and make its meowing stop. Instead, I lifted the screen and 

threw the meowing ball out the window. I heard it land with a thud, saw 

it moments later, wobbling out from under the shadow of the house, 

meowing and stumbling forward. There was no sign of the mother cat. 

(288) 

The crime that Yolanda commits against the kitten is an action that becomes an 

important staple throughout her life, for it is seemingly after this incident that Yolanda’s 

actions are no longer innocent. More importantly, this also marks her own awareness of 

her complicity in this heinous act, opening her eyes to the violations she is capable of 

committing. No longer an innocent child, it is also interesting to note the way in which 

she humanizes the kitten by explicitly describing him as having a “human face” and 

then declaring that she detested the “accusing sound of meow” as though the kitten was 

overtly expressing in human language his discontent towards her actions. 

 After the incident, Yolanda becomes prone to nightmares and feels as though 

she is being haunted. She states: “That night, sitting at the foot of my bed, poking her 
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face in so that the gauzy net was molded to her features like an awful death mask, was 

the black mother cat. […] She let out soft, moaning meows. […] She sat there wailing 

until dawn. Then I saw her rise, leap, and land with a thud on the floor and trot down 

the hall and down the stairs” (289). This frightening image renders Yolanda terror-

stricken and demonstrates the extent to which she feels the effects of her violation. The 

mother cat faces her offspring’s victimizer and demands to be heard. The mother cat’s 

sentiments are expressed through “soft, moaning meows,” but they are strong and 

consistent expressions of sadness and vengeance, which lasts “until dawn,” until it is 

time for her to exit Yolanda’s imagination and Yolanda’s home.   

 As the chapter, and the novel, comes to an end, Yolanda makes an extremely 

provocative statement. By now, she has quickly told the reader that she has moved to 

the United States, no longer sees the cat, and among other things, has witnessed snow 

and realized why being outdoors in New York was not like really being outdoors. These 

are the words she leaves her readers with:  

I grew up, a curious woman, a woman of story ghosts and story devils, a 

woman prone to bad dreams and bad insomnia. There are still times I 

wake up at three o’clock in the morning and peer into the darkness. At 

that hour and in that loneliness, I hear her, a black furred thing lurking in 

the corners of my life, her magenta mouth opening, wailing over some 

violation that lies at the center of my art. (290) 

The “black furred thing” that lurks in the corners of Yolanda’s life is no longer limited 

to the haunting image of the mother cat she encountered as a young girl; in her adult life 

this image becomes symbolic of the violation that she says “lies at the center of [her] 
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art.” Her art, which is defined by her writing, is thereby positioned as problematic. In 

fact, this declaration is indicative of Yolanda’s awareness that this “black furred thing” 

will never die and will always be lurking around the corners of the lives of those that 

write, or for that matter, those with the power (elite intellectuals) to either ignore or 

represent the wailing of the oppressed.  

The subaltern figure in Alvarez’s fiction is precisely this “black furred thing,” 

that wails in an attempt to be heard, but seemingly is not. To appease the wailing, to 

soothe and rectify the injustice, the subaltern must be acknowledged and vindicated and 

it is only then that it can possess agency and subjectivity. This however is not an easy 

task nor is it innocent, for in any attempts to give them a voice outside of the margins, 

they often fall victim once again to the dominant powers that grant them access to this 

representation, rendering them mere objects, rather than subjects of their own existence. 

Thus, this striking passage has a haunting effect not only on its readers, but arguably 

then, upon Alvarez herself, who is attempting to reconcile with her privileged position 

and how that complicates her role as a writer. This motif of the subaltern is the thread 

that weaves Alvarez’s other three novels together. While Alvarez seems to grapple with 

the ways in which her race/ethnic/class position affect her role as a writer in ¡Yo! and In 

the Time of the Butterflies, in Saving the World this “black furred thing” that once 

haunted Alvarez is seemingly no longer lurking in the shadows or in the center of her 

art, for it is in this last novel that she not only “hear[s] her” wail, but sees her and 

attempts to right the “wrongs” committed in the previous novels.  
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Chapter Outline 

In the first chapter, “There is Only Yo in Yolanda,” I will focus on the character 

Yolanda and her problematic position as a writer in the novel. ¡Yo! is the sequel to the 

García Girls and consequently, my goal is to first demonstrate how Yolanda has been 

unable to neglect the haunting image of the black cat, symbolic of the subaltern and 

thus, the violation that lies at the center of her art, which for Yolanda is clearly her 

writing. I analyze the ways in which Yolanda’s position of privilege complicates her 

ability to be the representative of the subaltern figures she comes across, and 

consequently, how their voices then are tainted by the dominant, hegemonic position 

that she embodies. This novel is an attempt to give a voice to those minor characters in 

the Garía Girls, which were once rendered voiceless, silent, and relegated to the 

margins, and to allow them the spotlight in which their stories can be told and their 

voices finally heard. I will argue that at the end of the novel, there is reason to believe 

that all of these characters, who are considered subaltern in the García Girls, are not 

truly given an “authentic” voice, for I will argue that the novel itself is a written product 

of Yolanda. In other words, a closer examination of the title itself is a strong indication 

that the entire novel is centered on Yo, which in Spanish literally means I. Yolanda, 

arguably an extension of Alvarez herself, and her actions must be called into question.  

In the second chapter, “Remembering the Butterflies,” I focus primarily on the 

author-centered role of the gringa Dominicana and the role of the surviving sister Dedé. 

I argue that the subalterns in this novel are the Mirabal sisters that have perished, 

arguably rendered to subaltern positions not by race, class, or gender necessarily, but 

more so by historical re-tellings and third person narratives. Although I do believe that 
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these women’s stories have been relegated to the margins, left outside of North 

American historical records and arguably in the Latin American sphere as well, and that 

through Alvarez’s novel are given a voice, I will argue that there is still an inherent 

violation at the center of this re-telling and this re-voicing of the Mirabal sisters. I will 

demonstrate this by analyzing the gringa Dominicana, arguably Alvarez herself, as the 

privileged body that because of her access to education, among other things, is the one 

through which the story of the Mirabal sisters will be told. Not only are the sisters’ 

stories told through Dedé, who is arguably an unreliable source, but their stories are 

further tainted by the gringa Dominicana/Alvarez, which is ultimately the person who 

not only will and does end up writing the story of the sisters, but is arguably the only 

one who has the power to do so because of her position of privilege and the access that 

power grants her. The product we are left with is inescapably that of misrepresentations 

and tainted voices, through the mythologizing and stereotyping of the sisters 

themselves.  

In the last chapter, “Saving the World One Story at a Time,” I focus on 

Alvarez’s representation of a writer, Alma. This is the novel where I believe that 

Alvarez herself is more explicitly inserted in the novel as the character Alma and 

functions as a redemptive text. I analyze the ways in which she creates Isabel, based on 

true historical accounts of her existence, to give her a voice and simultaneously give 

herself a means of escaping her present day life. Alma/Alvarez makes an interesting 

narrative choice in this novel: she gives Isabel, an invented character from her 

imagination, the right to speak and voice her story, an opportunity that a masculinist 

history has denied her. Isabel’s voice is problematized by Alvarez since Alma holds the 
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power of Isabel’s speech and is allowing her story to be heard. The creation of Isabel 

provides Alma/Alvarez with the strength necessary to come face to face with those 

critics who have tried to deny Alvarez herself from speaking. I demonstrate that through 

this story and her narrative techniques, Alvarez is sending the following message: yes, 

not only my writing, but writing in general is inherently problematic and prone to 

revealing power structures that often render someone or something on the margins and 

thus subaltern. However, it is better to try and give a voice to these subaltern figures, 

than to render them silent and unrepresented forever. Practices such as writing, re-

voicing and re-telling, are perhaps the only resources left through which we can all, at 

the very least, try to relate.
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CHAPTER ONE 

THERE IS ONLY YO IN YOLANDA!: THE IMBALANCE OF POWER AND 

VOICE IN JULIA ALVAREZ’S ¡YO! 

Introduction 

“I feel like my whole life is losing ground to fiction” (5) states Fifi sadly in the 

first few pages of Alvarez’s sequel to the García Girls ironically titled ¡Yo!. In this 

often comedic, often slightly pretentious sequel, Yolanda García is constantly made the 

center of every character’s discussion. In a novel that finally seeks to give minor 

characters a spotlight where they can voice themselves and be heard, it is a bit alarming 

that the only medium for accessing their voice is through Yolanda herself. In the 

prologue, Fifi expresses her disappointment, along with her family’s, at what they see as 

Yolanda’s exploitation of their intimately personal family moments in her new book. At 

the outset of this sequel Yolanda has made a career of her writing and has just published 

a book. Interestingly, given Alvarez’s tendency to avoid linear models of writing in 

order to disrupt the traditional modes, it is easily inferred that this prologue is actually 

the end, the culmination of the hardships Yolanda grapples with throughout the rest of 

the text. While a different person voices each story in this sequel in an attempt to give 

them an “authentic” voice wherein their personal stories can be told, it still all centers 

on Yolanda and her hardships, including her struggles as a writer striving to reconcile 

her haunted past in order to surpass its stifling effects on her present.  As the title 

implies, ¡Yo!, literally translated to “I” in English, becomes a story of herself and her
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writing, not of those minor characters that are “presumably” given a voice of their own. 

I therefore argue that Alvarez represents the act of writing as a practice that relies on 

historical, social, and economic relationships between intellectual figures and those that 

may be further rendered subaltern by this practice.  

Although the term “exploitation” has a negative connotation, it can also be 

rendered a neutral (neither positive, nor negative) byproduct inherent in writing 

practices. I argue that Yolanda’s “writing” in the novel is in fact engaging in this kind 

of exploitation, for in two different moments in the text, her ability to write relegates 

her to a position of power and silences the subaltern. In Alvarez’s sequel, this 

exploitation, or rather, this underlying problem is not made explicit, for it is masked by 

the first person narratives of the many minor characters that are “seemingly” taking 

center stage in Alvarez’s, or Yolanda’s, novel, in order to express their true sentiments 

previously left un-voiced. Alvarez undermines what seems to be the primary “goals” of 

this text through the depiction of two specific characters, which will consequently, be 

closely examined in this chapter: Sarita from the chapter titled “The Maid’s Daughter” 

and Consuelo, a character from the chapter titled “The Stranger.” Both Sarita and 

Consuelo are positioned as subalterns through Yolanda’s writing. Sarita and her mother 

Primitiva are rendered objects to be studied, observed and then documented, while 

Consuelo’s subject position is completely eradicated by Yolanda’s control over “I” in 

the letter she writes to Consuelo’s daughter Ruth. Both characters help to highlight two 

very important facets of Yo’s complicated life and struggling profession: for one, it 

sheds light on the implicit, yet highly complex relationship between the role of the 

intellectual and the subaltern figure. Yo, in all cases, is clearly the intellectual, often 
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seeking to aid the less fortunate, subaltern figures; however, the issues of voice, 

authenticity, and the necessity of representation is intimately weaved into this dilemma 

and brings forth many ethical issues regarding the role of each individual (the 

intellectual and the subaltern) when writing practices are involved.  

The Critics: Issues of Voice, Authenticity and Representation 

My reading of this novel is in dialogue with the criticism written about ¡YO!, 

which I see as divided into two camps: the first celebrates ¡Yo! as a novel that has 

successfully voiced the subaltern figures and consequently, I will analyze Hickman and 

Henao as examples of this trend. The second camp critiques the ways in which the 

narrative attempts to give a voice to the minor characters and views Yolanda’s role as a 

writer with more ambivalence. The approaches that Shara McCullum and I apply to the 

novel represent part of this second trend, although I concentrate on another aspect of 

Henao’s perspective in order to shed light on my central points of contention.  

Trenton Hickman is part of the first trend of thought that praises Alvarez’s 

narrative structure in ¡Yo! because it “allows Alvarez to incorporate more comfortably 

the voices of poor men and women into her text alongside voices of rich cousins and 

well-off sisters and parents” (124). In other words, Hickman celebrates this text because 

it allows several voices to be heard beyond the realm of the margin. He sees both 

classes simultaneously inhabiting the center, and in turn, sharing the space wherein all 

voices can be heard. Similarly, critic Eda Henao also celebrates the novel’s narrative 

structure acknowledging that writing practices and the use of first-person narrative is 

the primary medium through which many of Alvarez’s characters can empower 

themselves because “instead of being spoken for in a third person narration, the 
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characters in these narratives are given the power of the word, a word normally 

associated with patriarchy and oppression” (72).  

On the other hand, I form part of this second trend of thought that views 

Yolanda’s role as a writer with more caution and ambivalence. If one reads the prologue 

as a clue, potentially indicating that all the stories thereafter are in fact the product of 

Yolanda’s fiction and not a true and “authentic” version of the minor characters, then 

the narrative structure does not act as a means of resistance to the hegemony, but rather 

acts as a medium further distancing the social and economic gaps among the different 

groups in the novel itself.  

In agreement with this view is Shara McCallum who argues that the narrative 

style limits the perspective and further serves to reveal the “imbalance of power” (111). 

It is also important to mention that the main character is a writer struggling to free 

herself from a haunting past, a past that is stifling her artistic expression in the present. 

One must be wary of these subaltern figures being perceived as voicing “authentic” 

expressions of their plight because while the “word” may no longer be bound by the 

restrictions of patriarchy and oppression, it is still intimately linked to the power of the 

intellectual and their ability to disseminate this power to those they feel need the 

empowerment of voice and expression. Although the use of first person allows the 

“authors to accomplish more effective portrayals of their characters since they are 

perceived by the reader with more credibility” (72), one cannot ignore the function and 

role Yo plays as a struggling writer in a novel titled after herself. Although “within the 

fictional universe, what one is reading seems truthful because the character[s] 

[themselves are] writing it, not a remote voice of omnipotence and omnipresence” (73). 
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It is quite difficult to ignore Yo’s potential role as the author within the text when she is 

given such a central role in a novel that is attempting to provide a space for those 

previously rendered silent. Within this fictional universe these protagonists are enabled 

and empowered by their counter-hegemonic discourse, however, the underlying issue of 

privilege and representation remain inescapable.  

While I disagree with Henao about the narrative structure, she does touch upon a 

topic that is central to my argument in this project: she explicitly connects the issue of 

voice and representation to the role of the author, who in this context is complicit with 

the hegemony. In addition, Henao asks: “is literature not produced and consumed by the 

elite?” (94), a question that provides the foundation for the second part of my argument 

regarding ¡Yo!. Yolanda undoubtedly belongs to the high class, the elite. Her wealthy 

and powerful background relegates her to the elite class in the Dominican Republic, and 

her education and her role as an intellectual relegates her to the elite class in the United 

States. Yolanda’s privileged position complicates the ways in which she interacts and 

often seeks to help others belonging to a lower socio-economic class than herself. While 

I agree that Alvarez, or Yolanda in this case, is writing in order to remember the plight 

of her family’s exile and existence in the diaspora, her writing and her access to this 

medium is inextricably connected to her privileged position, which ultimately 

complicates the ways in which Yolanda interacts with the two female characters in the 

novel. In “The Maid’s Daughter” chapter, Yolanda’s “elite” status is precisely what 

enables her and what grants her the access to write. It is in this chapter from the novel, 

that her role as a writer becomes glaringly problematic. 
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It Is Not Your History To Tell: Race, Privilege and Authority in “The Maid’s 

Daughter” 

In this chapter, “The Maid’s Daughter (report),” the relationship between the 

intellectual (Yo) and the subalterns (Sarita and her mother) is first established by racial 

and socioeconomic differences between the two respective groups. A young Sarita, the 

daughter of the García family’s beloved maid named Primitiva, which translated into 

English means “primitive,” comes to live with the García family and her mother in New 

York. Sarita is framed by the text as the first person narrator and so the reader gets a 

personal glimpse into her experience moving from the rural countryside of the 

Dominican Republic, into the urban area of New York with the García Girls. Sarita 

recounts that “from the first those girls treated me like a combination of favorite doll, 

baby sister, and goodwill project” (57). From the outset of her arrival into the States, 

Sarita is walking into an established, pre-existing hierarchy that renders her subaltern 

when compared to the García girls, all of whom are visibly lighter skinned than Sarita 

and all of whom come from a wealthier, more powerful family background. Her mother 

makes sure she understands this hierarchy so as not to attract any unnecessary attention 

that may result in both herself and her daughter being kicked out of the García 

household. Sarita describes the way her mother “jerked her head up to indicate their 

upstairs status. Soon that gesture became a shorthand between us” (58). Thus, when 

juxtaposed to the García family, Sarita and her mother are relegated to the bottom of the 

social hierarchy because of their race and socioeconomic status.  

On a more literal level, they are physically relegated to the “bottom” when given 

a room on the bottom floor of the García residence while the rest of the powerful family 
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inhabits the space above them. Although her mother is constantly reminding her of the 

difference between the García girls and herself, Sarita is accepted and made to feel as 

one of the García sisters. However, this status as an adopted García is short-lived 

because of Yolanda. According to Sarita, “what [Yo] proposed to do was observe my 

acculturation—I’d never heard of such a thing—as a way of understanding her own 

immigrant experience” (62). Yolanda must write a report for school and Sarita is made 

the object of her writing. Primitiva’s response to Yo’s anxious quest for permission to 

observe and write about Sarita is “My child, we are here at your service, you know that” 

(62). Sarita is rendered powerless in the face of Yolanda’s request, for as Primitiva just 

exemplified in her words, one must comply with the wishes of their employer. At the 

center of Sarita’s worries however, is the fact that all of her teachers and classmates 

believe that she is actually from a wealthy and powerful family. Her fear is that Yo is 

going to destroy this fantasy, but to her surprise, Yo is seemingly pleased by it and 

would, as Sarita notes, “launch right in, turning my little fibs into the high art of fiction” 

(63). Yolanda is clearly one for storytelling and fiction, knowing precisely what to say 

and how to say it, a strong indication that her report on Sarita’s acculturation may in 

fact be a work comprised of the “high art of fiction,” more than it is an accurate 

reflection of Sarita’s experience in the United States. Sarita notes that after about two 

weeks or so, Yolanda stopped observing her in school and became a recluse, pounding 

away on the typewriter upstairs, until one night when, as Sarita recounts,  

Yo came racing down the stairs with her report in hand to show us. ‘I’m 

done! I’m done!’ She made mama touch the stack for good luck, and 

then she read us the first page where it said that this report was dedicated 
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to all those who had lost their native land, and especially dedicated to 

Sarita y Primitiva, parte de mi familia. (65) 

Yo is clearly well intentioned, but one cannot ignore the complex relationship that is 

being established by Alvarez here in this passage. Alvarez is attempting to shed light on 

the importance of writing practices while simultaneously exposing the negative side 

effects that are inherent byproducts of the process. Yo, being the author, the creator of 

this work, clearly positions herself as the intellectual, but she is not aware, like Alvarez 

herself is, of her own exploitative tendencies, especially when she is writing for people 

“who had lost their native land.” Yo, like Alvarez, is writing from a similar subject 

position, and yet there is an undeniable difference between Yo and someone like Sarita 

and Primitiva, both of which are relegated to a different socioeconomic and racial 

category. This difference is what shapes and defines the relationship between the 

intellectual and the subaltern and their respective relationships to various writing 

practices.  

Although Sarita is also being educated in the States thanks to the García family, 

and thus, is also connected to mediums that would enable her to write her own story, it 

is Yolanda who decides to take on the task of storyteller. Sarita’s attitude towards Yo’s 

report conveys a feeling of a violation that has been committed by Yolanda’s writing. 

Sarita notes:  

I knew exactly what I wanted to do with that dedication. I wanted to 

write it over, using mama’s rightful name. More than once, I had tried to 

get my mother to go back to her real name, Maria Trinidad. But mama 

refused. The de la Torres had given her that nickname when she was a 
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young wild girl just hired out of the campo. ‘I’m used to it now mi’ja. At 

this point, I’d get all confused if someone changed it. Lord knows my 

old head has enough trouble remembering who I am as it is.’ (66) 

The most glaring violation committed unknowingly by Yolanda is a misrepresentation 

of Sarita’s mother; Yo is not aware, like Sarita clearly is, of the implications of this 

adopted name—Primitiva. For one, it highlights the classic struggle, the colonial 

relationship between the “civilized” Self, represented by the wealthy and powerful de la 

Torres and the “un-civilized” Other, represented by the poor and illiterate peasant girl 

they took in as a maid and named Primitiva. The name given to her by the de la Torres 

also highlights the gap between the two groups, despite the fact that they are all from 

the same small island of the Dominican Republic. Yo’s position as the intellectual, the 

writer claiming an authoritative stance over Sarita’s and her mother’s story, is a prime 

example of the complex relationship between the writer/ intellectual and the subalterns, 

who are those often violated and stripped away of something that is rightfully theirs and 

no one else’s. Sarita goes on to say: “I don’t know what I can compare it to. Everything 

was set down more or less straight, for once. But I still felt as if something had been 

stolen from me. […] Those pages were like those little pieces of herself Mama had 

sprinkled in the suitcases of traveling de la Torres—a part of me” (66). Sarita 

acknowledges that Yo did not turn her and her mother’s story into another work of 

fiction filled with fantastical and exaggerated tales of immigrant lives, but she still 

cannot help but feel as though she has been robbed of something, like she has been 

violated in an unpardonable way. Alvarez seems to suggest that this violation is an 

inescapable part of writing itself; Yo’s attempt to accurately reflect the reality of Sarita 
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and her mother, and those of others who have lost their land, are valid attempts at 

accurate representations, yet fall short because writing does not lend itself to 

authenticity, truth, nor to accurate representations of Others.  

 As the years pass, the reader is granted a glimpse into the life of an older, highly 

successful and wealthy Sarita, now a doctor running her own sports medicine clinic. 

Yolanda, described as a “starving writer, sometime teacher, in a cheap jersey dress” 

(72) comes to visit after hearing the news of Sarita’s mother’s death. Interestingly, the 

roles are now reversed. Sarita has made herself into a prominent doctor and is wealthier 

than Yo or even any of the de la Torre/García clan for that matter. She is nevertheless 

affected by the past as much as Yo. Implicit in this scene is that Yo’s struggles are 

centered on her writing, but Sarita silently notes that “it’s too late now to try to set 

things straight” (72) between Yo and herself, between the past and the present, because 

a violation has already been committed. However, Sarita realizes that Yo is struggling 

with demons of the past that keep haunting her in the present. Yo emotionally declares, 

“‘Your mother was like a mother to us.’ […] ‘Ay, Sarita, we thought of you as our 

sister’” (72). Sarita, feeling compelled to lie, responds in agreement, “‘You girls were 

good to us. […] That is only part of the truth, of course. But, it’s the part that I want to 

give her to make her feel good about the past’” (72). It is important to read Sarita’s 

silence, or rather, her omission of the truth in this scene; she is hiding the negative part 

of the truth from Yo in order to make her feel better about the violation she committed, 

albeit unintentional, towards Sarita and her mother. This infamous report undoubtedly 

prompts a type of guilt when in front of Sarita. It is ironic that Sarita is the one 

compelled to reassure Yo that they (Sarita and her mother) had both been treated well 
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by the Garcías, for despite her newly acquired wealth and power, she struggles to free 

herself of the old hierarchy that rendered her and her mother subaltern figures by Yo’s 

retellings of her life’s story.  

The Fallacy of I: Lending a Voice to the Voiceless in “The Stranger” 

 In the same way that Yo and Sarita’s experience is defined and complicated by 

race relations and class, so to is the relationship between Yo and Consuelo in “The 

Stranger.” The differences between Sarita and Consuelo are important to mention. For 

one, while Sarita and her mother are rendered subaltern in the face of Yolanda’s 

retelling of their life’s story, Sarita is not completely stripped of agency or subjectivity, 

for she grows up to become a successful, literate and productive member of society. 

Sarita’s violation is still marked by a sense of loss whereas Consuelo’s is defined by a 

false sense of authenticity and subjectivity. In both cases, Yo is the one responsible. 

Furthermore, while Sarita’s story is told in the first person entirely, Consuelo’s is told 

by an omniscient, third person narrator and at times, includes her first-person 

perspective. The distance created by the third person narration of her story foreshadows 

the struggle Consuelo will have in achieving a truly autonomous voice.  

In this chapter, Yolanda is back in the Dominican Republic, a struggling writer 

seeking to un-block and engage in the free-flow of inspiration she hopes will be given 

to her by her tiny native island. Consuelo is an older, poor, and illiterate woman seeking 

to communicate with her daughter Ruth, who, having left her baby behind with her 

mother after fleeing the island, is in desperate need of some advice regarding her 

volatile relationship with her husband. Communication in rural areas such as where 

Consuelo lives is often quite a challenge. After an alert by the Codetel, Consuelo rushes 
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to hear her daughter’s voice in the telephone trailers, but is quickly rendered silent by 

the abstract and complex technology. According to Consuelo, “words were like the fine 

china at the big houses she had worked in, something she felt better if the mistress were 

handling” (98). Consuelo’s pre-conceived notions are quite telling. For her, power and 

wealth are inextricably connected to literacy, to the power of words, of language. For a 

woman afraid of words, or rather, without the privilege or access to them, she struggles 

to read and to write back to her daughter who has just sent a letter asking for advice on 

what to do with her marriage. Without the ability to rely effectively on any other 

medium, she begins to find the words to say to her daughter through her dreams. In it 

she has the “perfect” words, the “perfect” language that allows her to express herself 

effectively to her daughter. In her dream, “her daughter was nodding her head, for 

Consuelo was speaking wonderful words that flowed out of her mouth as if language 

were a stream filled with silver fish flashing in the water.  Everything she said was so 

wise that Consuelo wept in her own dream to hear herself speak such true words” (99). 

The image of language being compared to a stream, a current of running water that 

carries within it these meaningful words is indeed quite telling of her desire to enter this 

world of the symbolic, wherein language and codes to describe and express reality is at 

one’s fingertips. However, she is quickly reminded of her reality when she awakes and 

with a quick run of “her hand over her face, she had wiped the words away” (99). At 

this erasure Consuelo is left feeling distraught. She then seeks advice from Maria, the 

town medium, and tells her of the dilemma with Ruth and her dream, for “among her 

own people and out of the sight and presence of the rich and their machines, the old 

woman found it much easier to speak her mind” (100).  
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Consuelo is clearly stifled, both literally and figuratively at a loss for words, in 

the face of not only the rich, but in the face of all institutions that have perpetuated the 

cycle of oppression and illiteracy. Consequently, she cannot access the realm of the 

rich, the elite, the privileged alone, she must elicit the help of those that form part of it, 

those in that position of privilege and that have access to mediums such as writing, 

which will ultimately allow her to communicate with her daughter. Maria, knowing 

Consuelo does not have many options to choose from when it comes to writing a letter, 

suggests to have the lady staying in Don Mundín’s house read and write the letter for 

Consuelo. The need for an “intellectual” figure arises in the form of Yolanda García. 

Consuelo remarks, “‘Ay, but to bother the lady…what if…I could not …’ […] ‘What 

do you mean? [says Maria] They bother us enough when they want’” (102). Once again, 

there is a dichotomous relationship established between us and them, reifying the social, 

economic, and racial gap between the two women in the campo (Consuelo and Maria) 

and the lady in Don Mundín’s house (Yo). To Consuelo’s utter surprise, not only does 

Yo accept to help, but does so happily, indifferent to any societal classification or gap 

that may render them separate. After reading the letters sent from Ruth, Yo takes out a 

clean sheet of paper, turns to Consuelo and says, “‘How do you want to start?’ 

Consuelo had never written a letter so she could not say. She glanced back at the 

woman for help” (105). Clearly, Consuelo is in need of help, but she is once again 

rendered silent by the presence of Yolanda, remembering that the “mistress” is the one 

better suited, more capable of handling these matters. She feels as though her words 

cannot possibly be as good, as worthy, as those of others better suited to handle matters 

of the spoken and written word. Urged once again to speak by Yolanda, Consuelo 
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begins to ramble, but Yo is perplexed by her inability to form a coherent sentence and 

tells her, “‘Let’s say one thing at a time, okay?’ Consuelo nodded. ‘You’re the one who 

knows,’ she said politely. It was a phrase she had been taught to say when asked by the 

rich for an opinion” (106). Despite Consuelo’s complacent and passive acceptance, Yo 

insists that it is her letter and therefore must be written by her, in her own words. Then, 

once again prompted by Yo, Consuelo begins:  

My daughter, you must think of your future and the future of your child 

for as you yourself know marriage is a holy vow—[…] And so my 

daughter, honor this man, and he will stop beating you if you do not 

provoke him for as the good priest has taught us we women are subject 

to the wisdom and judgment of our fathers and of our husbands if they 

are good enough to stay with us. (106) 

Although her feelings strongly indicate to her that the words she just uttered were not 

the right ones, not the ones from her dream, she still let them spew out uncontrollably. 

At these words however Yolanda cringes and emphatically declares, “I’m sorry. I can’t 

write that. […] How can you advise your daughter to stay with a man who beats her? 

[…] If I were you, I definitely would not advise her to stay with a man who abuses her, 

[…] but, I mean, you write what you want” (107-108). With Yo’s ever so “subtle” 

indication that what Consuelo is about to advise her daughter is wrong, added to the fact 

that Consuelo is illiterate and thus unable to read or write, she looks at Yo and states, 

“‘You have reason,’ […] Let us say so to my Ruth.’ She had meant for the lady’s words 

to be added to the ones that had already been written, but the lady crumbled the sheet in 

her hand and commenced a new letter” (108). The well-intentioned Yo thinks she is 
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helping someone less fortunate, but one cannot ignore the problematic position that she 

embodies as a writer who is attempting to speak for this woman. Yo did not add to the 

words of the woman, instead she spoke, or wrote rather, solely for her.  

Consequently, one cannot read this act as a purely innocent one, for in it, Yo is 

inevitably infusing the letter with her own language, perspectives and subject position, 

thus rendering Consuelo silent once again. While Yo is clearly complicit here with 

certain institutions and practices that maintain the cycle of oppression and illiteracy in 

place, one can also not ignore the fact that Consuelo herself finds hope and even a level 

of agency through Yo’s power and access. Even as one must be very wary of this type 

of exchange because it is not an innocent one, “Consuelo could feel her dream rising to 

the surface of her memory” as Yo speaks and writes her version. “And it seemed to her 

that these were the very words she had spoken that Ruth had been so moved to hear. 

‘Yes,’ she kept urging the lady. ‘Yes, that is so’” (109).  

Yo is always at the center of expression, of language; after all, those that have 

the language have the power, do they not? Is it better to be represented at the risk of 

losing one’s “authentic” voice? Without Yo, Consuelo would not have been given a 

voice; she would not have had the ability to respond back to her daughter. However, she 

only achieves this freedom of voice through Yo, the intellectual/writer, who has access 

to this medium because of her privileged position. At first glance one may read this 

chapter and have the urge to applaud Yo for her good deed, but a second, closer look 

reveals the problematic relationship between the intellectual and the subaltern figures 

they represent. As Emily Robbins states, “Alvarez’s larger project seems to suggest that 

the main responsibility of the story-teller is to listen” (82). In addition to listening, the 
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responsibility of the storyteller/writer is also awareness. In my opinion, Alvarez seems 

to suggest that writers utilizing their medium of storytelling as a means of representing 

those rendered subaltern due to race or class, must be aware that they are doing so with 

a risk of unintentionally misrepresenting, or worse, further silencing, those they are 

seeking to represent. I agree that Alvarez’s larger project seems to suggest that those 

with the access and the privilege to write must listen, but they must also be aware when 

re-telling anyone’s story; writing simply cannot lend itself to giving any particular 

group a purely authentic and autonomous voice. Alvarez seems to argue against many 

of those critics who have attempted to discredit her right to speak because of her 

privileged position. In other words, the dilemma here is that those without the power to 

represent themselves must face one of two evils: representation with the risk of 

misrepresentation, or no representation at all. 

Conclusion  

In a chapter titled “The Wedding Guests,” a conglomeration of voices from 

seemingly different worlds merge into one story when they gather for Yolanda’s 

wedding to soon-to-be third husband Douglas Manley. In this scene, the reader is given 

a glimpse into the different lives and stories of all of Yo’s wedding guests. The Priest 

observes, “in the midst of the clamorous clan, this kaleidoscope of colors, wanders the 

bride herself, Yolanda García in a gray tunic and pants. She seems almost subdued amid 

this tintinnabulation and emotional commotion as if she were trying to put all of these 

people together in her head, a quilting of lives, a collection of points of view” (216). A 

striking image is being described here—Yo is the colorless thread weaving together the 

colorful and vivid patches of people that together form the quilt, the stories, of her mind 
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and of her life. In this passage she is described as “subdued…as if she were trying to put 

all of these people together in her head.” These subtle references indicate that she is the 

creator, the medium, through which of all of these minor characters’ stories can be told; 

she holds the power that will grant a voice to the voiceless, a task she readily accepts it 

in order to reconcile with a haunted past, a violation of some sort that must be 

reconciled with through writing. In the concluding lines of the García Girls, Yo 

acknowledges the existence of a violation that “lies at the center of [her] art.” In this 

sequel, her art is more accurately defined by her passion for writing and storytelling. 

Through her double Yolanda, Alvarez is trying to validate and vindicate writing in spite 

of the violations that are inherently its byproducts. Thus, this sequel is not an apology 

for the García Girls; it is a means of acknowledging the inherent complexities involved 

in writing practices. Sarita experiences a violation because she feels stripped of 

something rightfully hers, while Consuelo is given a feeling of agency and subjectivity, 

despite the fallacy of her voice and authority. This novel does not value writing because 

it entails these violations, but rather, despite these violations, writing is the necessary 

medium through which many of these characters stories can ever be told.    

In all, Alvarez seems to be making a statement about the abstract, often 

dangerous entreaties of writing practices, declaring the need for one to be wary of all 

forms, even those stories told by fictional characters, potentially written by a fictional 

character. In the other two chapters, this relationship between the intellectual and the 

subaltern groups becomes more complex, magnifying what I consider to be Alvarez’s 

growing need to declare: Writing and storytelling are necessary, yet inherently 

dangerous practices. Those that have the power of the word have the ability to create 
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and invent, while those that do not hold this magic are rendered mere objects of those 

with it; those without the power of expression become the clay with which those in 

power mold the expressions of others. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

REMEMBERING THE BUTTERFLIES: THE UNRELIABILITY OF MEMORY 

AND THE UNDERLYING DANGER OF REPRESENTATION IN JULIA 

ALVAREZ’S IN THE TIME OF THE BUTTERFLIES 

Introduction 

Julia Alvarez’s In the Time of the Butterflies demonstrates the complexities a 

writer faces when engaging in a re-telling of any person’s or peoples’ story. In this 

novel, Alvarez inserts herself as the “gringa Dominicana,” a character who comes to the 

Dominican Republic to interview the sole surviving Mirabal sister, Dedé. Being the 

only surviving Mirabal sister is not an easy task, for Dedé is constantly questioned 

about her sisters and their pivotal role in shaping the history of the Dominican Republic. 

The Mirabals’ story is not often heard in North American history and it is because of 

this gap that the gringa Dominicana and Dedé converge. In this chapter, I argue that 

both women actively engage in the re-telling of the Mirabal sisters’ stories, but that this 

re-telling is not free from certain violations. On the one hand, Dedé is an unreliable 

narrator; she often falls victim to Memory and Time and because of this, she is unable 

to accurately represent her sisters’ story, herself at times succumbing to the legends and 

the myths surrounding them. On the other hand, the gringa Dominicana is the privileged 

body that has access to mediums that will enable Dedé to tell her sisters’ story. Without 

the gringa Dominicana, their story would not be heard, recorded, nor disseminated to
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the public, yet despite the necessity of this partnership between Dedé and la gringa, I 

contend that the Mirabal sisters and their story are themselves rendered subaltern by 

Alvarez in the face of this re-telling. In this chapter, the relationship between la gringa 

and Dedé is equivalent to Sarita and Consuelo’s relationship to Yo in the previous 

chapter. In the same way that both Sarita and Consuelo are positioned as subalterns due 

to race and class in comparison to the intellectual represented by Yo (another one of 

Alvarez’s doubles), so to is Dedé when compared to the gringa, clearly positioned as the 

intellectual in this relationship. It is important to mention that the Mirabals themselves 

also form part of the same elite class to which Yo and the gringa belong; however, the 

focus of this project is on the writers in Alvarez’s novels and their relationship to the 

subaltern figures they seek to represent. It is for this reason that I will not address the 

historical evidence surrounding the “real” Mirabal sisters.  

One main difference in this chapter is the addition of another type of 

subalternity, one that is based on the myths and legends that are created by those that 

remember the Mirabals. In other words, the story of the revolutionary sisters is itself 

subsumed by Time and thus, by the myths and legends that surround their story. 

Consequently, whereas the main question in chapter one was, “How does one narrate 

for or about people and their present lives without further silencing them?,” the question 

in this chapter becomes, “how does one narrate for people who are no longer in 

existence and whose ‘true’ selves have been lost to History, Time, Myths and 

Legends?” Furthermore, how do barriers such as Memory and Time affect Dedé’s 

ability to recount her sisters’ stories? How does the gringa’s language and subject 

position complicate her role as representative and disseminator? Although clearly this 
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re-telling is crucial to the survival of their story, these questions seek to uncover the 

problematic exchange between the intellectuals and the subalterns they seek to 

represent, for inherent in this exchange is the risk of further disempowerment. Before 

beginning with an analysis of Dedé and the gringa Dominicana, it is first necessary to 

review the various camps of criticism that exists in regards to this particular novel. 

The Critics: Readership, Mythologies and Authority in The Butterflies 

Before beginning my analysis, it is important to first touch upon some of the 

general trends of thought regarding In the Time of the Butterflies, which I see divided 

into two notable camps: the first camp essentially views Alvarez’s position as an 

authority on the sisters’ stories as dangerous because it lends itself to the mythologizing 

of the sisters. In addition, many critics perceive this mythologizing as a byproduct of 

Alvarez’s attempts to extend the story of the Mirabal sisters to a North American 

readership; I will revisit the arguments of Steve Criniti, Isabel Brown and Lisa Ortiz as 

examples of this trend. The second camp centers their arguments on the role of the 

intellectual within the novel itself and I will incorporate the arguments of Eda Henao 

and Shara McCallum as examples of this trend. Since In the Time of the Butterflies is 

one of Alvarez’s most critically reviewed novels, I will focus on a question posed by 

Shara McCallum about Dedé’s limitations as the narrator and sole spokesperson of her 

sisters’ story. Since the criticism currently does not address this issue, I will uncover 

Dedé’s limitations in order to reveal how the Mirabal sisters are rendered subaltern in 

the face of writing practices and of course, in the re-telling of their story. My goal for 

this first section of the chapter is to first touch upon the arguments surrounding each 
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trend of thought, in order to make my contribution to this critical conversation in the 

next section more explicit. 

Both Criniti and Brown assert that Alvarez undeniably mythologizes the Mirabal 

sisters through her re-writing of their stories. Criniti declares, “I do agree that Alvarez 

ultimately crafts mythical, stereotypical characters and that her doing so is influenced 

by Western, and even North American, values and constructed identities. She does so in 

order to ‘make the myth American’ so to speak” (54). While Criniti perceives this 

mythologizing as a positive technique used to introduce the Mirabal sisters to North 

Americans, Isabel Brown sees this mythologizing as being an inescapable part of re-

writing history. She declares, “Alvarez, informed by social constructs characteristic of 

conventional occidental perceptions of ideal women, fashions stereotypes, rather than 

real people” (110). Both critics perceive this mythologizing as a byproduct of the 

process of re-telling history, but Ortiz contends that Alvarez’s subjectivity “is shaped in 

part by the effects of the Mirabals’ political resistance. By giving voice to the Mirabals, 

[her] own autobiographical voice resonates in the act of reinvention” through the 

character of the gringa Dominicana (234). Ortiz, unlike Criniti and Brown, views 

Alvarez’s use of autoethnography as a medium that resists this kind of mythologizing of 

the Mirabal sisters.  

I contend that while autoethnography may aid in resisting this deification, it 

does however engage in something a bit more problematic. Autoethnography places 

Alvarez back in the center and in control of a story that is not seemingly hers. As Ortiz 

states, “Alvarez’s authoethnographic move signifies the autobiographical resonance of 

her own experience as an imagined Butterfly. Although Alvarez never experiences 
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Dedé’s terror and owns no memory of it, she becomes an agent in the transmission of 

that memory through her book” (237). Alvarez gives a voice to these characters in order 

to negotiate her and her family’s own exile from the Dominican Republic. While this 

mode of writing resists mythologizing, it further complicates the idea of representation 

since Alvarez’s own experiences and subject position is intimately woven into the text 

and is of course, what shapes the voices of these characters.  

The second trend of thought is intimately connected to the limitations of certain 

authorities within the novel, especially that of Dedé and Alvarez’s double, la gringa 

Dominicana. McCallum posits that the ways in which Alvarez attempts to give a voice 

to the Mirabal story results in the need to interrogate certain aspects of her authority 

over this text. For example, according to Henao, Alvarez is engaging in a re-writing of 

history that enables the female voice, often relegated to the margins and rendered silent 

by history, to “undermine the privilege of the colonizing culture of the male and to 

appropriate and turn official historical discourse on its head” (63). However, she also 

cautions against what seems to be the “temptation and the need to fill in the blanks and 

to give voice to the silences left by official history” (63). Furthermore, as Henao asserts, 

authors such as Alvarez “contend that fiction and lies are necessary at times in order to 

recreate what actually took place” (64). Since Henao seems to vacillate between the 

positive and the negative aspects of Alvarez’s role as an authority in the text, I find 

McCallum’s questioning of Dedé’s authority in the novel quite useful for this 

discussion. McCallum asks if the reader is “left with the ‘history weary Dedé,’ [and] 

why does Alvarez, via the gringa dominicana, not take a more active role in reflecting 

on the sisters’—including Dedé’s—limitations?” (113). One section of this chapter will 
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pick up from McCallum’s question since this is one gap in the criticism that needs to be 

filled in regards to Dedé.  

Within these various arguments I find the need to clarify and contribute a few of 

my own perspectives. Whereas Brown and Ortiz argue that Alvarez mythologizes the 

Mirabal sisters through her re-telling, Ortiz contends that autoethnography actually 

resists this type of deification. In agreement with Ortiz, I argue that it is her use of 

autoethnography that actually puts Alvarez back in the center and in complete control 

over the direction of the text via the character of the gringa Dominicana. One cannot 

ignore the parallels between author and character. In fact, it is Alvarez’s creation of a 

parallel character that indicates that Alvarez herself is very much aware of the role 

figures like herself play in articulating and disseminating stories like that of the 

Mirabals. Furthermore, Dedé seems to be a character that many critics have mentioned, 

but not thoroughly questioned. She, alongside the gringa Dominicana, is responsible for 

disseminating the information she has about her sisters, and for that reason her 

limitations as an authority must be interrogated.  

Alvarez as la Gringa Dominicana: Her Hidden Danger Revealed 

 Because of criticism and backlash she has received throughout her career for this 

very issue of voice and authority, Alvarez, has created a fictional double5 within her 

text. This double functions as the intellectual, the privileged body, that simultaneously 

                                                
5 In Lyn Di Iorio Sandin’s book Killing Spanish, she defines the “double” concept as a tool that 

Latino/a writers utilize within their respective texts in order to “project desires that are unacceptable in 
the U.S. mainstream onto their dark doubles—mothers, sisters, wives, sometimes even fathers and 
brothers—alternate, allegorized, versions of the self. […] This is how […] writers I examine deal with 
aspects of the self that are entrenched in a rather more communitarian, undifferentiated way of being in 
the world” (1). Unlike the creation of the dark double in this context, created to function as the writer’s 
alternate self in a world where it is deemed unacceptable to express their “true” desires, Alvarez uses her 
double in order to make a direct parallel between her experiences and that of her fictional double.  
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voices and silences those being represented. I believe Alvarez’s goal is to shed light on 

the hidden dangers within certain literary practices such as writing, re-voicing, re-telling 

of peoples’ stories. For this reason, this section will focus on the role of the intellectual 

(la gringa Dominicana) and in the following sections that of Dedé’s (the unreliable 

narrator) as well as the complicated position they both embody as representatives, or 

transmitters, of the Mirabal sisters’ story, all of which are rendered subaltern through 

this re-telling.  

I begin my reading of Alvarez’s In the Time of the Butterflies where Alvarez 

herself ends—“A Postscript”. In this section Alvarez writes a disclaimer, a warning to 

her readers regarding the issues found when History and Facts collide with storytelling 

and fiction. She declares: 

So what you will find here are the Mirabals of my creation, made up but, 

I hope, true to the spirit of the real Mirabals. […] I sometimes took 

liberties—by changing dates, by reconstructing events, and by collapsing 

characters or incidents. For I wanted to immerse my readers in an epoch 

in the life of the Dominican Republic that I believe can only be 

understood by fiction, only finally redeemed by the imagination. A novel 

is not, after all, a historical document, but a way to travel through the 

human heart. (324) 

With this heart-felt declaration, Alvarez reveals many important points. For one, she is 

clearly refuting History as the only means of recapturing the past, revealing that “fiction 

[is] only finally redeemed by the imagination” and thus, storytelling is the vehicle 

through which others can have access to the Mirabal sisters’ story. In fact, she seems to 
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be offering her readers a different way of reliving the past—through imagination and 

fiction as opposed to facts and linear narratives. The postscript also alludes to a hidden 

danger. Alvarez subtly alludes to how she “took liberties” that can only be taken by 

those that are in control of the story and of its re-telling as well as its dissemination. 

Although this mode of writing—one that allows imagination and invention to reign—

most certainly thwarts the authoritative and oppressive forces of History, it also 

necessitates its own interrogation, for in it still lies the issue of representation and 

omissions. Alvarez ends her postscript by declaring her intentions to her readership: 

“To Dominicans separated by language from the world I have created, I hope this book 

deepens North Americans’ understanding of the nightmare you endured and the heavy 

losses you suffered—of which this story tells a few” (324). As Alvarez declares, she 

wants the Mirabal sisters’ story to transcend the Dominican collective memory and 

introduce it to a North-American readership. However, within the fictional universe she 

creates, Alvarez, through her figure of la gringa, also acknowledges that this boundary 

crossing does bring about its own issues. For one, by declaring that this story is 

primarily to introduce the story of the Mirabal sisters to a North-American public, one 

can only infer that there are moments in the text that may be written specifically for the 

comprehension of that kind of readership. Thus, a closer reading of each character in the 

text—Dedé and the gringa Dominicana—will expose the complexities involved when 

writing, representing, and re-telling a peoples’ history from a position of privilege and 

power. 
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It Takes Two: Dedé and la Gringa United? 

The common thread that links these two women from different social, cultural 

and political backgrounds, is the common affection they share for the Mirabal sisters 

and their life story. While this shared connection unites them, their societal differences 

shape and define their inherently problematic relationship: Dedé is the surviving sister 

and thus the closest living person to the Mirabal sisters. The gringa Dominicana is the 

intellectual, the writer, coming forth to record and document the “real” story 

surrounding the Mirabal sisters. The exchange of information between the two women 

is itself not free from certain tensions, for inherent in their interaction is the issue of 

subalternity. Dedé is in this case rendered subaltern due to various class and racial 

variants that create a societal distance between the two women. Inherent in Dedé’s 

subject position is her inability to function as her own authority over her sisters’ story, 

thus creating the need for someone else (the privileged intellectual body) to become the 

authority, which further distances the story of the Mirabal sisters.  

Established at the outset of the novel is a clear separation between the lives of 

the two women who are about to embark on a journey through the past. Dedé thinks: 

“Not a gringa dominicana in a rented car with a road map asking for street names!” (3), 

an emphatic statement that literally demonstrates the distance between Dedé and la 

gringa, who clearly needs a roadmap and of course, a rented car, to navigate her way 

through the island she hasn’t lived in since childhood. Dedé goes on to recount the 

conversation that took place earlier in the day:  

Could the woman please come over and talk to Dedé about the Mirabal 

sisters? She is originally from here but has lived many years in the 
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States, for which she is sorry since her Spanish is not so good. The 

Mirabal sisters are not known there, for which she is also sorry for it is a 

crime that they should be forgotten, these unsung heroines of the 

underground, etcetera. (3) 

The gringa Dominicana is portrayed as more of an “American” than she is a Dominican, 

further evidence of the large cultural, social and economic gap between herself and 

Dedé. Her Spanish is viewed as a byproduct of her acculturation and for that reason 

Dedé acknowledges yet another gap—the language gap: “Dedé has to smile at some of 

the imported nonsense of this woman’s Spanish. ‘I am so compromised,’ she is saying, 

‘by the openness of your warm manner’” (4). This “imported nonsense” is symbolic of 

the barrier that stands between the two women and their ability to communicate certain 

ideologies embedded within the framework of one’s language. While the gringa is 

simply the receptacle ready to receive, process and fill her pad with the facts, Dedé is 

the sole transmitter of, or rather, authority on her sisters’ story: “This is certainly one 

reason why Dedé shies from these interviews. Before she knows it, she is setting up her 

life as if it were an exhibit labeled neatly for those who can read: THE SISTER WHO 

SURVIVED” (5). Dedé is clearly made uncomfortable by her designated role as 

transmitter, as the sole surviving sister that can provide outsiders with a first-hand 

account of their story. Aside from her uncomfortable position as narrator, the constant 

interviews with people also make Dedé a bit robotic when it comes to talking about her 

sisters, as though she were programmed to go through all the motions, all the ins and 

outs needed to show off the house and the lives of her sisters. Speaking to the 

interviewer about Minerva for example, Dedé “realizes she is speaking to the picture of 
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Minerva, as if she were assigning her a part, pinning her down with a handful of 

adjectives, the beautiful, the intelligent, high-minded Minerva” (6). In this instance, the 

inherent violations of historical retellings come to the surface. Dedé has become 

distanced from her sisters’ “true” selves—presuming there is even such a thing as a true 

self—now replaced by stereotypes, myths, and legends that are pervasive in their 

representations and descriptions. She cannot help but speak in those terms, for she is 

herself trapped in the legends after so many years of having to perform for interviewers 

like the gringa Dominicana. Furthermore, she is embedded within the language of the 

interviewers; Dedé acknowledges that she is accustomed to the “fixed, monolithic 

language around interviewers and mythologizers of her sisters” (7) and consequently, is 

prompted to speak in those terms, which further distances her from the “real.” Although 

the first red flag is drawn, Dedé continues to tell the stories of her sisters and it is then 

that her memory and her retellings become, in the chapters to follow, the first person 

narratives of each of the deceased sisters. Critics such as Henao and McCallum have 

questioned why Dedé’s limitations have never really been interrogated. I plan on 

interrogating her reliability by first looking at certain moments where her memory 

seems to fail her.  

The Butterfly Burden: Remembering the Sisters 

 Memory is inherently very unreliable and consequently, one of Dedé’s 

challenges as narrator is that her memory is flawed. In anticipation of the interviewer’s 

arrival Dedé thinks about how to quickly and generically filter the gringa through their 

life: “a lemonade with lemons from the tree that Patria planted, a quick tour of the 

house the girls grew up in—usually they leave, satisfied, without asking the prickly 
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questions that have left Dedé lost in her memories for weeks at a time, searching for the 

answer” (5). Evidently, the role that she has been relegated to is not an easy one, nor 

does it seem desired. She is machine-like, forced to treat her home and that of her sisters 

as though it were a wax museum—fixed and static. Arguably, Dedé creates this 

environment for her own protection; it seems to be the only way to keep her from being 

forced to remember. When she is prompted by interviewers to remember certain 

moments of her past, she grapples with her inability to accurately reflect it, which 

clearly causes her grief and anguish. Dedé herself acknowledges her unreliability, 

which is why she so desperately wants to avoid moments where she is asked the 

“prickly questions.” At the very end of chapter one however, after being prompted to 

remember a childhood memory by the gringa Dominicana, Dedé is caught in an in-

between state, between the memory of the past and the awareness of both her present 

and her future: “By the time [the memory] is over, it will be the past, and she doesn’t 

want to be the only one left to tell their story” (10). The burden of being the only 

surviving Mirabal sister clearly makes her uncomfortable, but more importantly, it 

affects her ability to recount her sisters’ story and thus, highlights her limitations as a 

narrator. Alvarez could have created this novel without the frame of the gringa 

Dominicana and she could have also ignored Dedé’s limitations as a narrator, but 

choosing to highlight these vital elements allows for several things to happen. For one, 

it does not fix her in a static, nor oppressive role as author and storyteller. By 

acknowledging and exposing the dynamics of the gringa and Dedé’s relationship, she 

frees herself from the restricting and often detrimental label of “intellectual,” which in 

this study, is defined by their paradoxical position for they are simultaneously the one 
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responsible for giving a voice to the voiceless, yet further silencing them on another 

level. Consequently, I argue that those traditionally rendered “subaltern” by her writing 

are given more power and agency by exposing this paradox as an inherent part of 

writing practices.  

Dedé’s struggle to remember continues in chapter five when prompted by more 

questions from the gringa Dominicana who asks: “So when did all the problems start?” 

(65). Dedé’s mind wanders and causes the gringa to feel awkward, as though she were 

intruding on a history that is not hers to hear. Dedé quickly apologizes for making her 

feel that way; “she feels bad when she can’t carry off what she considers her 

responsibility. To be the grande dame of the beautiful, terrible past. But it is an 

impossible task, impossible! After all, she is the only one left to manage the terrible, 

beautiful present” (65). Dedé clearly understands the magnitude and the complexities 

that come along when one person is designated as the sole authority over her history, 

over her sisters’ history. Attempting to recount yet another moment in the past, she 

stops and questions what her memory seems to be recalling. Dedé declares, “Nonsense, 

so much nonsense the memory cooks up, mixing up facts, putting in a little of this and a 

little of that. She might as well hang out her shingle like Fela and pretend the girls are 

taking possession of her. Better them than the ghost of her own young self making up 

stories about the past!” (72). The unreliable nature of her memory causes Dedé to 

question what she is remembering. Declaring that it is “nonsense” what “the memory 

cooks up” positions Dedé’s memory as though it were its own entity, separate and apart 

from her Being that can conjure up the memories of the past in whatever order, 

whatever way it chooses. When she is positioned as an authority/transmitter of her 
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sisters’ memory, one cannot help but question her ability to engage in the re-telling of 

their stories when she is clearly having trouble remembering her own.  

The Privileged Body: La Gringa as Disseminator 

The process of documenting, recording and disseminating information is as 

follows: Dedé, with her unreliable memory, tells the story of the Mirabal sisters to the 

gringa Dominicana. La gringa is the privileged body—by privileged I mean educated 

and with access to mediums such as writing—that records the information given to her 

by Dedé and then transcribes it in order to disseminate it to the North American public. 

Consequently, what complicates this exchange of information is not only that Dedé is 

reciting only what she is able to remember, but that the gringa is then the one 

responsible for recording this information. Dedé observes how “the woman [had] taken 

out a little pad and [made] invisible zeroes trying to get her reluctant pen to write. [In 

reference to Lío, Minerva’s boyfriend she says] ‘I’ll look him up’” (66). This 

inconspicuous observation highlights the fundamental problem between the intellectual 

and the subaltern—the story is too far from the Mirabals and further complicated by 

unreliable memories and distanced by social privilege and access. This process however 

is an absolutely necessary one, without which the story of the Mirabal sisters will never 

be heard. One must take into account not only the economics of their relationship and 

how that alone influences or affects their exchange, but also that Memory and Time 

affect the way in which Dedé remembers and in turn, how the gringa recounts this 

version to a North American audience or readership. Therefore, I argue that via this 

exchange between Dedé and the gringa Dominicana, the Mirabal sisters themselves and 

their history are themselves the ones rendered subaltern by the re-tellings.  
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Conclusion 

It is not a common practice to openly question how or through what process the 

stories that we enjoy are put together. We, as readers, just enjoy them. We, as literary 

critics on the other hand, do question stories; it is not done to find fault, but rather to 

reach a deeper understanding of the text we’ve either come to love or hate. My purpose 

in interrogating a novel and an author I appreciate is to uncover what she has done with 

this novel. By acknowledging the complexities of her position as an author she can 

begin to more directly reclaim her own voice in a market where her role as a writer and 

her methods of representation have been constantly questioned.  

In the Epilogue, I feel that Alvarez allows for Dedé to come to terms with her 

position as narrator and consequently, Dedé also comes to an understanding of her role. 

Dedé asks herself: “When, in other words, did I become the oracle?” (312). When, in 

other words, did she become the sole authority over her sisters’ story? Although the 

novel ends with Dedé still seemingly anxious about this subject position, and rightfully 

so because it is not an easy feat, she does in fact come to the conclusion that it is 

necessary. Dedé sadly, yet confidently notes, “we had lost hope, and we needed a story 

to understand what had happened to us” (313). This telling statement expresses a 

powerful ideology: Through storytelling, a nation can once again have the hope of 

rebuilding, of recovering from a tragedy that left them broken. The process of 

rebuilding through storytelling is not an innocent action, yet it is necessary one, for 

without this space for healing we are simply left with a tragedy. Without people like 

Dedé who are willing to take on that role, there would be no history to tell and no future 

to be responsible for.    
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The union of Dedé and la gringa in this novel highlights the classic struggle 

between the intellectual and the subaltern. Both parties are necessary to produce a re-

telling of a story that would otherwise remain silent, yet the process is inherently 

flawed, for it, by nature, lends itself to a form of silencing that is complicit with 

oppressive practices. I believe that Alvarez, with the creation of and interaction between 

characters such as Yo and la gringa, as well as Sarita, Consuelo and Dedé, is making an 

implicit statement about her own role as a writer. Alvarez, criticized for her inability to 

act as an authority on the Dominican Republic, and often scrutinized for her 

representations—or lack thereof as some have argued—of the working class in her 

novels, is making a subtle, yet telling statement. It is precisely her education and her 

position that have provided her with the tools needed to write and for that matter, to 

help them find a voice that would otherwise be left unheard. She is aware of the 

problem, but she is not its creator. Simply stated, this is a part of the writer’s dilemma, 

especially when one is positioned as representative or authority. In Saving the World, I 

believe Alvarez’s efforts to authenticate herself and to save herself from the backlash is 

made much more explicit. Once again inserting a double of herself through the 

character Alma, a character almost identical to Alvarez herself, demonstrates her 

attempt at reclaiming what seems to be her own voice as a writer. Openly critiquing the 

writing process and those critics who have denounced her right to speak, her character 

Alma creates a story and a character—Isabel—out of a historical account as though to 

state the following more boldly than she has in the other two novels: writing and 

storytelling are inherently flawed, but both are needed to empower and to heal.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

SAVING THE WORLD ONE STORY AT A TIME: THE POWER OF INVENTION 

AND THE INESCAPABILITY OF SORROW IN JULIA ALVAREZ’S SAVING THE 

WORLD 

Introduction 

In Julia Alvarez’s Saving the World, Alvarez’s main character Alma, whose 

striking similarities to the author creates a parallel that cannot be ignored, grapples with 

her subject-position as a middle-aged Latina woman, a wife and struggling writer. As 

the novel progresses her life spirals out of control and Alma is left face to face with 

sorrow. Alma then turns to Isabel, a character stemming from a historical account of the 

Royal Expedition wherein a woman and twenty-two orphan boys embark on a journey 

to save the world from Smallpox. Alma draws strength from Isabel’s story precisely 

because as Alma states, “this [is a] story that is not a story” (324); it is a universal 

struggle that constantly changes names, dates and places. Power struggles and sorrow 

form part of the inherent nature of the human condition; this fact unites us all. In this 

chapter I will draw a parallel between Alvarez and her fictional double, Alma, arguing 

that Alvarez aligns herself with Alma’s struggle in order to highlight her own struggles 

throughout her writing career. Whereas in the last two thesis chapters the issues of voice 

and representation are interrogated by depicting subaltern figures who have difficultly 

achieving a uniquely autonomous voice when guided by the intellectual, in this chapter, 

the person seeking to reclaim a voice is Alvarez herself. I argue that in this novel she is
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positioned as the subaltern figure desiring to reclaim her voice in a literary market that 

has, at times, silenced her voice by denying her right to speak. Alvarez’s struggle to 

reclaim a literary voice is intimately linked to her desire to emphatically declare how 

necessary it is to pass along others’ stories, despite the risk of being positioned as an 

authority or representative of a subaltern group. By subaltern I am referring to the 

groups of people that are themselves unable (because of race, class, socioeconomic 

status, Time, or History) to recount their own story.  

History and Time would have buried Isabel’s story were it not for Alma who 

takes control of it; Isabel, another one of Alvarez’s doubles, desires representation over 

a loss of her story: “Imagine! […] someone would come upon my story, all that was left 

of me, a story” (27), for the only means of validating her existence in History is in fact 

through storytelling. Furthermore, the concept of the subaltern is globally expanded, for 

suffering and sorrow is evident in both Alma’s and Isabel’s stories. Within each story 

then the act of Intellectuals (Help International in Alma’s present day story and The 

Royal Expedition “saving” is left in the hands of what I have been referring to as the in 

Isabel’s story); the subalterns then are the locals in the Dominican Republic and the 

carriers of the vaccine respectively. The suffering of these subalterns is the same despite 

the large Time gap that is evident throughout the text, which sheds light on a larger 

issue: the human condition has always been, and will always be, marked by suffering, 

yet this pain and suffering is what unites us. Power relations between the intellectuals 

and the subalterns, among countless others, are inescapable precisely because they are 

part of what defines our human nature and interactions. In the last section of this chapter 

I discuss these relationships and how they uncover certain vital aspects of our humanity, 
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ultimately concluding that it is through writing and storytelling that we can come to 

understand these struggles. How do we, as humans, come to negotiate these injustices 

and horrors? How do we cope with all the suffering? What space do we have to relate to 

one another? The answer, according to Alvarez, is clear: we do this by storytelling.  

The Critics: Re-conceptualizing Self and World 

Saving the World is Alvarez’s most recent novel and consequently, is not as 

widely discussed as some of her other works. I will therefore focus my attention on one 

critic in particular, Maria Cristina Hamill, whose central argument is that Alvarez 

creates her fictional double Alma in an attempt to work through her own fragmented 

identity. In addition, my research on the responses Alvarez’s new novel has elicited, 

especially in terms of book reviews, has been generally positive.   

Although not explicitly stated, the underlying theme in Maria Cristina Hamill’s 

“Exorcising Caribbean Ghosts” is Alvarez’s inextricable connection to her characters. It 

is through writing that Alvarez ultimately negotiates her issues with the writing process. 

As the critic notes, “Alma’s lack of sensation lies in her fragmented identity as an 

American, a Dominican, a middle-aged woman and a writer working towards the 

validation of her reality. Becoming another person allows Alma to interpret herself in a 

new fashion and begin a process of integration that will bring her back from emotional 

and cultural exile” (104). While the critic never explicitly mentions the connection, it 

seems obvious that Alvarez once again places herself in a position where writing is the 

main medium through which she will reconcile her strife. This novel serves as another 

form of reinvention or recuperation for Alvarez, but this time it is made much more 

personal. Through her creation of Alma, Alvarez attempts to negotiate her own 
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conflicts. Politics of representation also culminate in this novel, for as the critic 

mentions, “as a Latina writer, Alma [and arguably Alvarez herself] has the pressure to 

represent her people, [which is ultimately] what places her in a political role” (111). 

Thus, the tension that emanates from Alvarez’s character Alma, which is arguably 

Alvarez’s fictional self, is too pervasive to be ignored. Her role as writer and as 

representative of the collective through her writing is evidently a complex struggle she 

grapples with in the text, and one that she has seemingly always grappled with. In the 

concluding chapter, the critic argues that “by generating new images of the Caribbean 

region […] Alvarez make[s] readers re-conceptualize [it]” (220). I expand on Hamill’s 

analysis by arguing that not only is the Caribbean space re-conceptualized through this 

novel, but that Alvarez herself and her position as an author is also re-conceptualized. 

Through this novel, Alvarez attempts to reclaim a space for herself and her voice as a 

writer within the Latino and the literary community.  

One common trend of thought that links Hamill’s argument to the book reviews 

is this theme of human suffering and the important role that writing plays in exposing 

human suffering and injustices. For example, in “Casualties of Salvation,” Marie-Elise 

Wheatwind comments, “‘saving the world’ may only be possible in microcosmic 

ways—like Alvarez’s rescue of a previously anonymous woman and her orphan boys 

from obscurity. Her story shows that even as AIDS and the threat of a bird flu pandemic 

make regular headlines, the political powers that help or hinder cures are nothing new” 

(15). Wheatwind’s commentary alludes to two very important aspects of my reading of 

this novel. For one, Alvarez rescues Isabel’s story and that of the orphan boys from 

being lost by History and Time; it would be a true injustice for their sacrifices for the 
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greater good of humanity to have never been known. On a larger scale then, Alvarez is 

highlighting aspects of the human condition that are universal. She offers us a medium 

through which we as humans can all come together and make sense of this chaotic 

world.  

When interviewed by Wheatwind in another review titled “The Carrier of the 

Story: A Conversation with Julia Alvarez,” Alvarez is asked about why she chose to 

make her protagonist Alma, rid herself of all her prescription drugs in the opening 

chapter of the novel. Alvarez responds:  

As a writer, I want to test the alternatives, to see what happens. That’s 

what we do when we tell stories. We try to embody and envision 

alternate realities and choices, and if we’re too drugged up, we enter a 

sort of chemical gated community that keeps us locked within our own 

minds and souls. […] Mostly, I just want to see the rich, painful 

complexity of the problem. (17) 

In other words, after Alma rids herself of the drugs she was depending on, Alvarez 

allows her to find another alternative for dealing with the pains brought along by the 

suffering and the sense of mortality she is feeling. For Alma, this alternate reality is 

found through her writing, more specifically, through Isabel’s story. 

The consensus among book reviewers who celebrate the novel agree that its 

success is due to the ways in which, according to Pamela Miller, “it ponders the 

difficulty of the human condition in any era, and the ways the actions and decisions of a 

few individuals can make things better or worse. In these uncertain times, it is 

comforting to remember that this, at least, remains true” (5). The key term here is 
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comfort; one can find comfort in knowing these struggles are universal and are part of 

what make us human. Furthermore, as Elizabeth Martinez writes in “Traveling through 

literature with Julia Alvarez,” Saving the World is “no simple romance stor[y] […] 

instead, [it highlights] the heroics and follies of human life” (4). In Saving the World 

Alvarez’s focus is on capturing the dynamics of all human activity; she seeks to shed 

light on the human journey and how that journey, no matter where, has transformative 

powers if one is ready to receive them with an open heart and an open mind.  

While Hamill reads Alma as a fictional double that Alvarez creates in order to 

reconcile her fragmented identity, she does so without mentioning the progression that 

Alvarez makes with all her fictional doubles. My contribution to the critical 

conversation is that I read Alma as the epitome of Alvarez’s fictional doubles, the one 

character that transcends the realms of the fictional universe she creates and makes its 

way closer to home (Alvarez’s real life). Furthermore, while the book reviews generally 

praise Alvarez’s work for its good deed of shedding light on human suffering and 

injustices, they do so from a very plot-based perspective. The unique lens through 

which I analyze this text is through the concept of the subaltern; this concept becomes 

complicated by the various levels of power structures that operate within the text itself. 

I therefore analyze how Alvarez inverts the power dynamics between the intellectual 

and the subaltern in Saving the World.  Alvarez positions herself as the subaltern 

through her fictional double Alma and reclaims her own right to speak not only about 

the Latino community, but also about the global community and the realities of its 

human suffering and injustices. 
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Reclaiming a Voice: The Role of Alma in Saving Alvarez 

 Alvarez’s telling title Saving the World does not encompass the more intimate, 

yet equally important intangible she is attempting to salvage from the ravages of literary 

criticism: her own authorial voice. In previous chapters I have argued that Alvarez is 

very much aware of how inherently problematic writing is and how certain power 

relations are inextricably linked to writing entreaties. Her fiction defines the intellectual 

as the person problematically positioned with the means to be the representative of 

those unable to represent themselves. This role is absolutely necessary because it 

ultimately enables those in the margins to be heard. Thus, in this chapter, I argue that 

the depiction of a double in Saving the World so strikingly similar to Alvarez becomes 

symbolic of her desire to reclaim her own voice and her right to speak sometimes for, 

and most certainly about others.  

Arguably paralleling Alvarez’s struggles and disenchantment with the literary 

world is Alma, who “has lost faith, caving in to that old self-doubt that’s gonna get her 

in the end unless she taps into those oil wells of faith” (19). Distanced from her “true” 

purpose as a writer and caught up in the political aspects of her career, “Alma feels that 

it’s a far piece from what she set out to do as a writer, [yet] she has participated in [the 

canon], convinced that—as Lavinia constantly reminds her—she’s damn lucky to be 

asked” (19). The disillusioned writer, distanced from the creative and artistic essence of 

her craft, is lured into self-doubt by all the other bureaucratic responsibilities that come 

along with being an intellectual, left with only a trace of faith that everything will work 

itself out. What magnifies this disenchantment is that she is harshly criticized by “Mario 

Gonzalez-Echavarriaga, the patron of Latino critics, […] Fulana de Tal is nothing but a 
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Machiavellian user of identity. Her ridiculous pen name is an irresponsible attempt to 

undermine the serious political writing by voices long kept silent. Does this writer 

consider her ethnicity a joke?” (20). This allusion to literary critic Roberto González 

Echeverría, Alvarez’s real life critic, is further evidence of Alma truly functioning as 

Alvarez’s fictional double; both character and author are harshly criticized for their 

seeming “inauthenticity” and consequently, their inability to represent the collective. 

With this striking parallel, Alvarez is inverting the dynamics between the intellectual 

and subaltern, and thereby positioning herself as the subaltern who is trying to regain 

her right to speak.  

Due to the disillusion with the literary market and Alma’s wavering self-esteem 

as a writer, Alvarez’s double turns to storytelling: “Maybe that is why Alma is fleeing 

to the nineteenth century. Why Balmis’s project intrigues her. The man wanted to do 

something truly good—save the world from a deadly disease, a spreading epidemic. But 

his means were questionable, using orphans as carriers of his vaccine!” (23). While 

Balmis is attempting to save the world by means of a vaccine, Alma is attempting to 

save those voices left unheard. Furthermore, Alvarez complicates the positions of her 

double and that of her other character, Balmis, by explicitly creating well-intentioned 

individuals in more than questionable situations, thereby exposing the paradoxical 

framework that underlies her own role as a writer.  While Balmis must attempt to save 

the world by using human carriers, little orphan boys that are rendered mere objects, 

and consequently, subaltern in the face of this grand Royal Expedition sanctioned by the 

King, Alma too must attempt to negotiate her inherently problematic position as a 

writer; the intellectual is simultaneously the one with the power to write and thus 
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represent the subaltern, yet it is this same privilege and power that render them 

“inauthentic” and consequently, unable to be representatives of those in need. Alvarez 

shows the human suffering that comes along with these inescapable power dynamics 

can only begin to be negotiated through stories; storytelling elicits invention, 

imagination and faith, three crucial factors when attempting to understand the human 

condition.  

Isabel to the Rescue: The Healing Powers of the Imagination 

Despite the historical, spatial and temporal gaps between Alma’s third person 

narrative and Isabel’s first person accounts, Alvarez creates a perfect symmetry between 

the lives of these two women in order to demonstrate that what ultimately unites them, 

although distanced by different times and places, is their common human suffering. 

Consequently, the only thing linking the two women and their suffering is a story. 

Reminiscing about her journey with the boys on the Maria Pita Isabel declares: “I 

realized that I, too, was a carrier, along with my boys, carrying this story, which would 

surely die, unless it took hold in a future life” (353). That “future life” is Alma’s, 

without her decision to bring Isabel’s story back to life through her writing, their story 

was sure to die and with that one way of understanding ourselves as human beings. 

Interestingly also, is Isabel’s implied desire for being represented through storytelling. 

She, whose story can arguably be considered subaltern in its retelling by a woman so 

“seemingly” distant from her experience, is in fact hoping that her story is not forgotten. 

Being a faint memory in History is what ultimately brings her fear, not that her story 

will in some way be susceptible to misrepresentation. In fact, it is Alma’s symmetrical 
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storyline to Isabel that makes Alma the perfect person to tell Isabel’s story, for both 

women have the common bond of human suffering linking them together.   

 While Alvarez creates symmetrical storylines to demonstrate Alma and Isabel’s 

commonalities despite the gaps that separate them, Alvarez also highlights the 

importance of storytelling as the link that unites them. This link becomes even more 

crucial as Alma increasingly depends on this story for her continued strength through 

her hardships. At one point Alma is described as being on a quest for self, as a woman 

who “wants to find out who she is […] without him, [she] wants to follow the vague, 

shadowy woman she has been avoiding and see where she might be going” (57). 

Alvarez suggests that not only does storytelling provide a space where a common 

human experience can be understood, but more importantly, that when one is face to 

face with human suffering and emotions that have no place in the rational mind, 

storytelling proves to be the space where, along with imagination and invention, faith 

and hope can be extracted. For example, aside from Alma’s feelings of disillusionment 

with her writing career, she is faced with a larger challenge: facing the feelings of loss 

with the death of her husband Richard, who is accidentally killed in the Green Center 

during a raid gone awry. Alma’s faith wavers greatly and thus, invokes Isabel’s story 

for strength: “Maybe it is a trick, but who cares, it works, this story that becomes 

Alma’s lifeline, this thread of hope she picks up in a dark time. Something important in 

that story, which can’t be left behind. What does it mean not to lose faith with what is 

grand?” (327). What is that something so important in that story? That something is the 

common struggle of mankind. The fact that despite Isabel’s struggle she survived and 

with that, the hope and faith that Alma will too survive. 
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Saving the World?: The Inescapability of Power and Sorrow 

 It is at this point that I would like to delve into the complexities surrounding the 

power dynamics set forth within each woman’s own lifetime. I believe Alvarez 

highlights these human injustices and suffering and with that, extends these struggles 

beyond the realm of the literary world and into a much larger stage in order to stress the 

pivotal role storytelling plays in our lives. How does one actually “save” the world? 

Alma “used to tell herself that writing was a way to do that, but deep down she has to 

agree with Helen that ‘you can’t use a tractor to weed a garden.’ Literature does one 

thing; activism and good works do another” (80). While literature invokes thoughts that 

may in turn, lead to activism, as Helen wisely implies, the problem of human suffering 

(the “weeds” in the garden) cannot be swiftly eradicated, for it is continuous. What 

becomes more important than “saving the world” then, is searching for ways we, as 

humans, can come together and at the very least, try to relate to one another; this 

common ground becomes a salvaging medium through which people can unite.  

 Despite the good intentions, as Alma observes, “([for] this much history she has 

absorbed): in any salvation scenario there are bound to be casualties” (178). The 

salvation scenario is simple: Save the World of a Deadly Disease! However, the 

casualty is that the world must be saved at the expense of those human lives that History 

has traditionally rendered powerless and inferior. For example, Isabel’s story begins 

with Don Francisco, leader of the Royal Expedition, who is sanctioned by the King to 

transport the Smallpox vaccine around the world to countries that have been ravaged by 

the spreading epidemic. In order to accomplish this difficult task, he must acquire 

human carriers to transport the vaccine, which is the only way for the vaccine to survive 
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on such a long journey. With the help of twenty-two young orphan boys and their 

rectoress, Isabel, the journey to save the world begins. However, as the author herself 

notes, “Though the Spanish crown’s motives were praised as noble, I could not stop 

thinking of those twenty-two boys. Must civilization always ride on the backs of those 

least able to defend themselves? Little boys! Orphans!” (371). Complicating matters, 

once the children had been exposed to the vaccine, they were no longer useful and 

consequently, new carriers were acquired.  

Acquiring new bodies to become carriers is not an easy task, so when Don 

Francisco is promised four boys for his next journey from Havana to Veracruz, and 

never receives them, he is prompted to purchase three African slave girls, the oldest of 

which is no more than twelve years old. Although a seemingly well-intentioned man, 

Don Francisco treats the slave girls as mere property that would transport the vaccine 

and then be quickly sold back to “recuperate [his] expense” (255). These girls are the 

true subalterns, for as Isabel observes on their journey: “I could hear the girls wailing, 

Mercy! Mercy! […] They wanted nothing from me but what I had failed to secure for 

them, enough freedom to remain with their enslaved families” (256). All of these 

young, powerless children become mere vehicles of transport, which highlights an array 

of ethical issues: for one, implied in the use of these young children as carriers is that 

they are not as valuable as other humans. Despite Isabel’s presence, these orphan boys 

have no families and consequently, are more expendable. As for the slave girls, they are 

black, female and enslaved, which given the time period, automatically renders them 

mere property to be purchased, utilized, then discarded. Even Isabel is prompted to 

question: “How free had my own boys been to choose their own destiny? Whether they 
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were slave girls or orphan boys, our mission’s success depended on those who had ever 

carried the burden of sacrifice—the poor, the powerless, the helpless, among them the 

children I myself had compromised in order to join the expedition” (256). How “free” 

are they? This is a question that resonates loudly within Isabel and one that exposes an 

important point about the subalterns: their lack of agency and subjectivity constantly 

render them mere vehicles through which others, more privileged, can accomplish their 

goals. More importantly, Isabel reveals her complicity, as well as her feelings of guilt, 

in this oppression when she acknowledges that her motives for encouraging the 

expedition stems, in part, from her desires to escape the life of solitude she was living in 

the orphanage.  

Throughout the journey and long after its end, Isabel recounts those long days 

and nights of seasickness, of scared little boys, of mixed emotions vacillating between 

self-purpose and value, as well as self-doubt, suffering and sorrow. Reflecting on her 

experience she notes:  

Strange, then, that under his [Don Francisco] tutelage, I was learning an 

opposite lesson: goodness had to be coaxed into being, and change might 

well take centuries to unfold. How many strokes of a pen were not 

needed to fill a page with words, and dozens of those pages to tell a tale. 

(I should know! All that writing in the book Don Francisco had given 

me, now leagues under the sea to protect him.) (306-7) 

There are two key elements to note in this passage. One is Isabel’s acknowledgement 

about the nature of effecting change. It is something that takes time, as Isabel notes, 

perhaps even centuries. Furthermore, the image described in this passage is also quite 
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symbolic of the struggle between activism and literature. In this passage Isabel admits 

that her writing must be essentially “under the sea” in order to protect Don Francisco, 

perhaps from his “questionable” methods of transporting this vaccine.  

Centuries later, the same good intentions that had once prompted Don Francisco 

to embark on a journey across the world using live carriers of the vaccine, brings Help 

International to the Dominican Republic to build a clinic that will help the locals battle 

AIDS. The same power relations and dynamics that operate during Isabel’s lifetime are 

seen in Alma’s as well. Despite the company’s good intentions, local rebels, in fear of 

how they may be affected by the company’s presence in the DR, decide to take control 

of it. As Emerson recounts to Alma: “They want the testing to stop. The clinic turned 

into a clinic for locals. The chance to tell the world their story” (194). Implied in this 

statement is a deafening silence, scared boys that desire ears willing to hear their cries. 

These rebels act out violently because their voices have long been kept silent. All but 

one are illiterate; all are poor; as they themselves state: “‘We’re nobodies, nadies, the 

fucked-over and forgotten’” (278). This is a group of subalterns relegated to the 

marginal status due to several factors. Even Alma is prompted to comment on the 

differences between her subject position and theirs; “[noting] that her own luckiness 

was off the backs of other people, not because her family had been exploiters but 

because the pool of the lucky was so small in that small little place that God forgot” 

(275-76).  

The hierarchy is clearly established here and once again, the power dynamics 

are revealed in order to show the imbalance of power that is pervasive throughout the 

island.  Alma is positioned as the intellectual, the privileged body that was “lucky” 
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enough to be given a way out of “that small little place that God forgot,” unlike her 

fellow natives who for one reason or another have had to remain on the island. 

Interestingly, this observation coincides with another one of Alvarez’s struggle: How 

can she represent the collective when she is so distanced from their experiences and 

subject-position? I suggest that part of what Alvarez is attempting to negotiate through 

her fictional double Alma, is the necessity for a common human bond; one that does not 

necessarily necessitate an “intellectual” medium, but one that at least can offer a willing 

ear and with that, faith and hope that their voices will not be left unheard.  

Alma then, having been lead solely by emotion “feels as if another woman 

inside her is leading her forward, the woman she once saw out of the corner of her eye, 

whom she has identified as Isabel because sometimes a story can take over your life. If 

you are desperate enough to let it happen. Which Alma is” (243). Faced with her 

husband’s captors, Alma invokes Isabel and her story and makes her way to the clinic. 

Demanding reasons for her presence, Alma tells the captor she is “Isabel,” the journalist 

sent to obtain their statement. Once again, Alma invokes Isabel for strength and gathers 

the captor’s statement: “‘Our statement is that we want an opportunity to be a human 

being’ […] ‘You can put that in your book.’ […] As Alma writes, the black-kerchief 

poet watches her with such awed, primitive attention that she is almost 100 percent sure 

he doesn’t know how to read or write his own name” (278-79). She is re-positioned here 

as the “intellectual,” the person privileged enough to have had access to a sound 

education, one that has gifted her with the power that comes along with knowing how to 

read and write. These rebels, positioned as the subaltern figures because of their race, 
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class and illiteracy, simply want the chance to become human, to emerge from the 

margins of subalternity that they have been relegated to their entire lives.  

Alma is saddened by “this blind alley history keeps taking [them] to” (292), for 

she knows that despite all of their demands, they will not be heard, they will not have a 

happy ending. However, her role as the “supposed” journalist is to “be at the ready, by 

his side, like a weapon. The writer who will tell the world their story that is not a story. 

Such a simple plot: teenage boys in ski-resort masks and cowboy bandannas asking for 

a chance to be human beings” (284). She is the “weapon” because she is the medium 

through which their demands can be voiced, and finally, heard by all. Although there is 

no action taken by the government to meet their demands, their cause is loudly heard. 

Utilizing “Isabel” as their access to the center, as the medium through which they can 

express themselves, the captor declares: “The first thing to tell them is that we are sick 

of being utilized. They come with their empty promises and build this fucking jodida 

clinic and bring in all the pajaros and putas so we all get sick. Millones de dolares, to 

test their drugs and our children die because they cannot get medicina for a little fever 

that would cost us una fortuna to buy!” (275). The captor expresses his disappointment 

and his frustration at life, speaking from the lens of exploitation, of big business and 

good intentions gone awry. The poor and helpless are further oppressed through 

practices that claim to be their salvation. Through his broken sentences “Alma sees the 

little spark of human yearning. How can she blame him? […] if she had been born one 

of the poor in her own homeland she would have had blood on her hands by now” 

(275). Alvarez suggests that with the absence of any clear parameters that distinguish 

the good guys from the bad, it is difficult to find a solution, a true “vaccine” that will 
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stop the spread of exploitation, hunger, poverty and illiteracy. Theirs is a story that is 

not a story, it is reality; human suffering and sorrow is inescapable and forever present 

in Time. Alma finds strength in Isabel’s story, “Isabel and Balmis and most of the little 

boys survived, she reminds herself. Isabel!” (241); she in turn, hopes to provide the 

captors, these young boys without voices that resort to violence in the hopes of being 

heard, with “some narrative of hope, a piece of string he can take hold of to make his 

way out of this hellhole labyrinth” (292). Unfortunately, as Alvarez suggests, history 

can tell us that in these situations there are very rarely any happy endings. In a surprise 

raid the hostages are saved and all the captors, but one, are killed. Richard, mistaken for 

a captor, is also murdered. Alma is left with nothing but her story that is not a story. 

Isabel and Alma: We Are Here Together 

We are all here together, a phrase Alma has learned to find comfort in, for “the 

same broad brush is painting over everyone. She feels the invisible bristles moving over 

her skin. She shivers as if to shake it off” (226). These are the same bristles of loss, self-

doubt and sorrow that have touched Isabel and countless more like her, like Alma. 

Human suffering as Alvarez demonstrates by the juxtaposition of Isabel and Alma’s 

story is that common bond that unites us all. The luck of the draw relegates some to 

positions of power and privilege while others become the suffering body upon which 

the powerful play seems a timeless story, a universal dilemma; inescapable despite all 

the good intentions. After faced with what may be deemed the epitome of human 

suffering when faced with the death of a loved one, Alma calls forth: 
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Isabel! The name comes unbidden, the one person who might understand 

the tangled web of head, hands, heart and health Alma finds herself 

caught in right now. Why not Isabel? Who cares if her story took place a 

long time ago, if it is half made up, if history wants control of the facts. 

But Alma mustn’t lose faith. Isabel’s story is keeping the knowledge of 

something alive in Alma, belief in a saving grace. (232) 

For Alma then, Isabel becomes a sort of Christ figure; despite being “half made up,” 

this is the source she draws from to find faith that she will move on and that she will 

survive. Echoing back to Mickey’s, Helen’s son’s motto, the web of head, hands, heart 

and health is the global image symbolic of the unity that stems from human suffering. 

Furthermore, Alvarez seems to suggests then that despite all of the pain and all of the 

human suffering that takes place in this world, that storytelling is a space that allows a 

common human bond to form. The power of the imagination and of invention is 

transformative, for it is a place where the human condition can begin to be understood. 

Alma realizes that she is “carrying a living story inside her, an antibody to the 

destruction she has seen, an intuition, like the poet said, which must survive beyond her 

grief” (326). This intuition is the irrational part of the human mind that thrives in the 

space of imagination and invention. Alma wonders, “how to pass on that intuition? […] 

Only by story, if at all” (335). This is where her faith lies, and with that, the belief that 

she too will survive, for Alma must  “make a bigger leap, into a story that is not just a 

story, her own and not her own. Richard and Helen, Isabel and Balmis, the black-

kerchief poet, Benito—they are inside her now, wanting her faith, needing her hope. So 
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this is how the dead live on” (362-3) and will forever live on. You are not alone. [Alma 

wants to say to Isabel] We are here together” (297). 

Conclusion 

I think it best to end this chapter, which at times I felt became a larger project 

than initially intended, by firmly grounding it with Alvarez’s article “Doing the Write 

Thing.” The essay highlights her perspectives on the role of writing and storytelling and 

its relationship to activism, which in Saving the World, becomes crucial in discussing 

the power dynamics that often perpetuate the silencing of human injustices and 

suffering. This article opens with Alvarez giving her readers a glimpse into her internal 

struggle: write or right? When invited by her activist and artist friend Annemie, a model 

perhaps for her activist/artist friend Tera in Saving the World, she reveals that she is 

conflicted about which position will effect the most change: does she stay and write or 

does she put down the pen and attend the demonstration being held in downtown 

Burlington, Vermont and do the right thing by being active? Alvarez comments, “I kept 

pitting the righting and writing of the world against each other—I still do” (20). The 

underlying question here is, does writing really have enough power to effect change? 

Alvarez, after gaining some insight, concludes the following: “The word (art) made 

flesh (activism) is the full round of creation; leaving out one or the other means the 

work is unfinished, the life unsanctified, the balance in need of revision” (20). This 

statement echoes back to Alma when she questions the role of writing when it comes to 

“saving the world” and consequently, not only functions as a parallel between Alvarez 

and Alma, but also highlights the larger framework within the novel. Alvarez goes on to 

say:  
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Just because writing doesn’t look like righting the world doesn’t mean it 

is not an important force in righting the world […] Poems and stories 

remind us of the things that are important, a reminder we get from no 

other quarter. […] They expand the ground of our being, carrying us into 

other lives and points of view, limbering up those compassion muscles, 

connecting us deeply to our secret selves (those strangers inside us) and 

to those strangers out there, those others. A place to stretch the self, 

which is how a soul is made. This is what art can do, and it is the very 

seed and soul of activism.  (20-21) 

For Alvarez, writing and activism are one in the same; you cannot have one in operation 

without the other. In essence, her declaration suggests that despite the criticism, the 

bureaucratic politics, or, as I have demonstrated throughout this project, the violations 

that writing practices entail, it is a necessary medium not only for giving a voice to the 

voiceless. Writing is ultimately a space, given to us all, that allows us to come together 

to explore all of the dimensions of our selves that make us human.  
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CONCLUSION 

MY BLACK FURRED THING 

I hear her, a black furred thing lurking in the corners of my life, her 

magenta mouth opening, wailing over some violation that lies at the 

center of my art. (Alvarez, How the García Girls Lost Their Accents 

290) 

The black furred thing haunts us all differently, yet its wails are forever present 

in our world. When I first embarked on this writing journey I never thought this project 

would have such transformative powers on my life and the way I view it. What was a 

very condensed, literary specific project became an opportunity to learn about the world 

around me, and how we, as humans, share this space. Soon after this realization, I too 

learned that I have a black furred thing lurking in the corners of my life, wailing over 

something I did not have the ability to comprehend. The discovery of my own magenta- 

mouthed feline, lurking in the corners of my mind, leads me to the creation of this 

conclusion. What began with the cat, must now, appropriately, end with the cat.  

In this project, the cat and its wails began as a symbol for the subaltern, those 

who are rendered to a marginal space and are desperate for an ear that will acknowledge 

the injustices they suffer. Throughout this trying writing process however, I have come 

to understand that this cat is not solely Alvarez’s, for she is not the only one that it 

haunts. I believe this cat has transcended Alvarez’s pages and has grown into a 

universal symbol of injustice. The problems that our world is burdened with are
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Universal and they are constant. From power struggles to illiteracy, from poverty to 

disease, our world is plagued by constant bouts of suffering and injustices. What I have 

come to realize then, is that many writers like Alvarez are not looking to “fix” these 

problems, nor do they pretend that through their writing they will be the intellectual 

saviors of the oppressed; instead, what I have come to understand, whether this was 

Alvarez’s intent or not, is that writing and storytelling, whether oral or written, is a 

space where we, as humans, can all try to relate to one another’s suffering. This thesis 

project ultimately seeks to reclaim Alvarez’s voice, a voice that has been scrutinized 

and criticized for simply, or not so simply, lending a voice to those who are voiceless 

and unable to tell his or her story. The need to fight for Alvarez’s right to speak stems 

from the realization that she is guilty of nothing more than trying to bring forth the 

wails of all those left unheard. She is not fixing the problem because she does not have 

the ability to do so; “The obligation of the artist is not to solve the problem but to state 

the problem correctly” (Alvarez 259) are the words of Anton Chekhov, but also one of 

Alvarez’s ten writing commandments she lists in her book Something to Declare. In 

using this statement as one of her guiding principles of writing, Alvarez reveals that 

with the help of invention and imagination, she can, at the very least, provide a stage for 

human suffering and injustices to be heard.  

Furthermore, like Alvarez, I too am positioned as an intellectual. I have been 

one of the privileged ones gifted with an education, and thus, with the power to write. 

My family emigrated from Cuba to the United States with nothing but the clothes on 

their backs. My father has a nostalgic connection to his country whereas my mother’s 

traumatic journey has left her devoid of any loving or nostalgic feelings for the country 
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she once called home. My grandparents have spent roughly half of their lives in each 

country and have taught me to have an appreciation for both cultures. As I grow older, 

and of course, upon the completion of this project I find myself a bit conflicted, hence 

the awareness of the black furred thing lurking in the corners of my life. It is because of 

my family’s fight for freedom that I have been given the opportunity to become 

educated, and with that, empowered. My success is ultimately a result of their 

migration, as well as their hardships and struggles in this country. The black furred 

thing that lurks in the corners of my mind keeps telling me that I must write about their 

story so that it doesn’t fade into the black hole of History, so that their struggles, their 

hardships are remembered. However, like Alvarez and many other Latino/a writers, our 

privilege is precisely what has gifted us with the ability to talk about these issues and 

about those others less privileged, so to disqualify our voices from speaking about the 

collective because of this position results in the loss of a medium through which we can 

all try to relate to one another and to ourselves. Although the process of writing is not 

pure, nor innocent, it is a means of giving back to a people that have, for one reason or 

another, been burdened by life’s many sufferings and injustices. It is for those people 

then that the black cat must be given a stage to wail:  

I am wailing. I am angry. You see my magenta mouth opening, but my words are 

inaudible. I will forever lurk in the corners of your life. I will forever be. I am the poor, 

the oppressed. I am the illiterate. I am the one forgotten by History; redefined by 

storytelling. I have been broken and battered. I have been misunderstood, 

misrepresented. For this I wail, it is all I can do to release the injustices that have been 

committed. No one can rectify these wrongs, for they have already been etched in my 
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Hi-story. I however, am not forlorn, for I do have a voice. My voice is my wail. My wail 

resonates in the hearts of all who hear it. My wail is forever present in the stories that 

keep it alive; my wail will forever be heard.  
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